derealium [July 6, 2014 - 11:01 pm]: Peace, love and tranquility started your week
Tom-Dalpra [July 7, 2014 - 8:43 am]: The international Sports circus came to Cambridge today. Complete with Yellowman - it's the Tour de France - Plus ( Angleterre ). Yellowman has asserted British dominance for a couple of years. The Duke of Cambridge will be King.
Tom-Dalpra [July 7, 2014 - 8:44 am]: Dutiful hordes flock.
ab [July 7, 2014 - 9:33 am]: @derealium: last call with JC was good. glad you guys cleared the air.
PeterShea [July 7, 2014 - 11:12 am]: hey tom. my money is on Germany for the world cup. for the longest time I have been thinking that the time is rife for the wrongs done to that beautiful nation full of beautiful people over the last century to be put right. I think a big reason for ww2 was Germanys policy re. hemp/cannabis. if this policy was allowed to propagate, no more pharmaceutical/petrol/clothing etc. industries. abignono.
Carole Thomas [July 7, 2014 - 11:42 am]: hollywoodshttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8aoUXjSfsI
Carole Thomas [July 7, 2014 - 11:43 am]: ^Hollywood's history of faking it <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8aoUXjSfsI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8aoUXjSfsI</a>
Tal Shiar [July 7, 2014 - 1:08 pm]: Hey There, I am new to this posting and I thought I would say "HI
Tal Shiar [July 7, 2014 - 1:09 pm]: HAPPY 7/7/7 . . .
Carole Thomas [July 7, 2014 - 1:37 pm]: Welcome Tal - Romulan intelligence might give us the upper hand here;-)
Tom-Dalpra [July 7, 2014 - 2:14 pm]: Hey Tal.  yes welcome. And well done to Derealium, for making friends!
Tom-Dalpra [July 7, 2014 - 2:21 pm]: Peter, re FIFA World Cup, I dunno. Thought Brazil but now thinking Argentina maybe. Fancy it suits the presented view to have home strength in the Americas. 7 out of 7 cups there won by the american side
Tom-Dalpra [July 7, 2014 - 2:24 pm]: What happened to fakeologist episode? twas good
Tom-Dalpra [July 7, 2014 - 2:36 pm]: ok, it's there!
Carole Thomas [July 7, 2014 - 2:59 pm]: I can't see latest fakeologist episode here ( though I did see it yesterday) or on itunes either.
JohnnyClues [July 7, 2014 - 3:50 pm]: @Tal Shiar: Hi Tal and welcome!
Tal Shiar [July 7, 2014 - 4:25 pm]: Thanks Carole and Tom!
PeterShea [July 7, 2014 - 5:51 pm]: @tom; won't be long before we find out mate. time reveals all...a great big welcome to you tal. :)
JohnnyClues [July 7, 2014 - 6:41 pm]: Jungle Surfer Elaborates A Little More On The Joan Rivers Script <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XFptIjqLnQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XFptIjqLnQ</a>
JohnnyClues [July 7, 2014 - 9:23 pm]: "NWO Speech Writers Prepairing Speeches For Leaders of Canada, Australia"  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vguWtkgO360" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vguWtkgO360</a>
CalcifiedLies [July 7, 2014 - 11:16 pm]: Things you can't make up (or maybe I've lost it): L-I-E-S spelled out in four pillars of smoke in supposed Hamas "air strike" <a href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2682995/Beaten-home-American-teen-held-Israeli-police-pictured-safe-parents-house-arrest.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2682995/Beaten-home-American-teen-held-Israeli-police-pictured-safe-parents-house-arrest.html</a>
jimbo [July 7, 2014 - 11:28 pm]: @CalcifiedLies, Good find. I'm seeing it too. You have the knack to spot the 'lies' alright.
CalcifiedLies [July 7, 2014 - 11:52 pm]: Thanks Jimbo, I'll sleep a little easier knowing it's not just me, though I'm still wondering just what exactly is going on here. Is it a 9/11 situation where the bombings actually occurred and we are shown fake images of it with a special fuck you from the perps? Or a total fabrication? They are linking it with the teenager beatings so fakery needle is in the red here but hard to say on balanc
Tom-Dalpra [July 8, 2014 - 7:27 am]: Reminds me of the horned smoke signals of the Challenger disaster. <a href="http://focusperformancesystems.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/challenger-disaster.jpg?w=300&#038;h=273" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://focusperformancesystems.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/challenger-disaster.jpg?w=300&#038;h=273</a>
Johan Backes [July 8, 2014 - 8:24 am]: <a href="http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/saskatchewan/terry-fox-foundation-admits-booklet-contained-fake-quotes-1.1031374" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/saskatchewan/terry-fox-foundation-admits-booklet-contained-fake-quotes-1.1031374</a>
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 10:03 am]: Good call Tom, I've been wondering about that one since it also looks like a trident, they did the same thing on 9/11 with faces in the smoke, and this recent F9R has a maltese cross smoke pattern and launch design, seen clearly at 17 seconds in and then 25 seconds respectively, I'm sure that was just the most efficient design settled on by nasa engineers ;)
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 10:04 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0UjWqQPWmsY" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0UjWqQPWmsY</a>
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 12:44 pm]: good explanations of various symbols <a href="http://symboldictionary.net/?page_id=2035" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://symboldictionary.net/?page_id=2035</a>
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 2:20 pm]: How do you post a new thread on the Forums? :idea:
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 2:37 pm]: What do people think about Karen Hudes? My partner thinks that she might be Schizophrenic, but she makes some great points. Like most of the worlds gold is in the Philippines. Which isn't shocking because it is one the Department of States warning list of places not to visit. <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYlMDrig1Hc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYlMDrig1Hc</a>
JohnnyClues [July 8, 2014 - 2:45 pm]: @Tal Shiar: click forums(at the top of the main page), then you will see a bunch of different categories, click on the one that suits your thread, once that is done, go to the bottom on that category, and type in the name of your thread, then right below that, type in your post.....hope that helps
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 3:25 pm]: Karen believes in pointy-headed ETs. Listen to this clip from the Red Ice Interview8o <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2s5wbsuDUc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2s5wbsuDUc</a>
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 3:28 pm]: ETs are the last refuge of a scoundrel:)
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 4:05 pm]: Thanks Johnny, I meant creating an original thread. Can only AB do that?
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 4:06 pm]: @ Tal - you can create an original thread any time
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 4:08 pm]: Hey Carole, Thanks for the response. Karen never once says anything about ET's. She mentions that there is a second species. Which isn't far fetched from a scientific point of view. We have positive and negative blood types and there are more blood types out there other than A,B,AB, and O. So it could be a possibility. Regardless, she brings up information that could be worth talking about. . .
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 4:09 pm]: After all, aren't the best disinformation people 90% truth and 10% lies?
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 4:10 pm]: Eg - just go to forum( top of page), scroll down to Big Picture and click on it, then scroll down to bottom of page. there you will be asked for the title of your new topic.
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 4:13 pm]: @ Tal, so if there's a second species( of humans?) , can we breed with them?
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 4:18 pm]: Thanks Carole, I had to also click on a link that said "Sandbox." I now see what I have to do . .
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 4:19 pm]: sandbox is great because you can try things out like uploading videos etc
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 4:24 pm]: Karen says that they cannot breed with humans because their child would be infertile. Now, I don't know anything about that, but I started to do some research into what she said. I did find an archived paper on the species she mentioned, homo capensis, and it was written in 1910. I guess they discovered a mass grave of bodies with an elongated skulls. It was interesting . .
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 4:42 pm]: OK - let's make it into a forum topic.At this stage I am open to everything, althougth I think it is possible to bind the skulls of babies and make them pointy-headed ( whether for "religious" purposes or to imitate some putative ET, who knows) But cool topic nevertheless:)
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 4:45 pm]: Exactly, that is what I thought too! The binding would make sense, but I guess their skulls where too thick to do that with. ha ha . . No pun intended! Anyhow, the site with the research paper from the 1910, won't load today? It could be my firewall?
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 4:45 pm]: <a href="http://digitallibrary.amnh.org/dspace/bitstream/handle/2246/287//v2/dspace/ingest/pdfSource/ant/A023a02.pdf?sequence=1" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://digitallibrary.amnh.org/dspace/bitstream/handle/2246/287//v2/dspace/ingest/pdfSource/ant/A023a02.pdf?sequence=1</a>
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 5:00 pm]: Hey Carole, did you want me to make this into a forum topic?
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 5:02 pm]: Yes, please:)
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 5:08 pm]: What should I make the topic about? A second species? The things Karen Hudes discusses? Location of worlds gold? Quantitative easing (QE)?
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 5:10 pm]: or all of these! this is interesting This is interesting
<a href="http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_maltaskulls_1.htm" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_maltaskulls_1.htm</a>
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 5:10 pm]: Professor Walter B. Emery (1903-1971), the famous Egyptologist, author of "Archaic Egypt", who excavated at Saqqara in the 30's, indeed discovered the remains of individuals who lived in pre-dynastic epoch. These presented a dolichocephalous skull, larger than that of the local ethnic group, fair hair and a taller, heavier build.
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 5:11 pm]: Emery declared that this stock wasn't indigenous to Egypt but had performed an important sacerdotal and governmental role in this country. This race kept its distance from the common people, blending only with the aristocratic classes and the scholar associated them with the Shemsu Hor, the "disciples of Horu
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 5:13 pm]: maybe a good topic would be : What is the nature of the elite?
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 5:15 pm]: Definition of SACERDOTAL

1
:  of or relating to priests or a priesthood :  priestly  
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 5:17 pm]: Good to see people interested in ancient mistory and @CalcifiedLies. Enjoyed your Syncromistory article, hope you still plan on Part 2. I think you're getting to the core of the religion/philosophy of the Nutwork, behind their numerous fronts.
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 5:18 pm]: calcified lies has a great blog <a href="http://calcifiedlies.wordpress.com/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://calcifiedlies.wordpress.com/</a>
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 5:19 pm]: Ancient mistory would also be a great forum title:-)
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 5:22 pm]: yes he does have a great blog, only a few articles so far, but they're very long and packed with good stuff.  :)  Ancient Mistory is a beast of a topic. he did well to make it that concise. Not everyone has time for books. ha!
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 5:27 pm]: I haven't seen much from Karen Hudes but did see the vid where she says that the Jesuits are highly involved in the banking scam
delcroix [July 8, 2014 - 5:29 pm]: <a href="http://k007.kiwi6.com/hotlink/3xewdtdvwk/lies.gif" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://k007.kiwi6.com/hotlink/3xewdtdvwk/lies.gif</a>    ;)
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 5:30 pm]: True- he's the man! i think the important thing is to attempt to formulate things for yourself and take people's feedback on board. there are more than enough gems out there for everyone to find.
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 5:31 pm]: ^By "he" I mean calcifiedlies
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 5:31 pm]: @delcroix  . . . What are lies??
delcroix [July 8, 2014 - 5:32 pm]: the smoke colums
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 5:32 pm]: calcified referenced it earlier - great find.
delcroix [July 8, 2014 - 5:33 pm]: it seems to spell that .... i put the letters over it  and am posting it around :)
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 5:33 pm]: it spells out "LIES"
delcroix [July 8, 2014 - 5:34 pm]: yep
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 5:34 pm]: where's that image from? google earth? chuckles
delcroix [July 8, 2014 - 5:34 pm]: the mail lol
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 5:35 pm]: What is that picture of?
delcroix [July 8, 2014 - 5:35 pm]: purveyers of the more in your face pictures
delcroix [July 8, 2014 - 5:35 pm]: it's supposed to be palestine
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 5:36 pm]: it reminds me of one of the no plane vids I've seen where the guy pulls the front layer away from the back layer
Carole Thomas [July 8, 2014 - 5:36 pm]: Pic of Israeli airstrikes on Hams in this mirning's Daily Mail. calcified didn't quite know what to make of it8o
delcroix [July 8, 2014 - 5:37 pm]: <a href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2682995/Beaten-home-American-teen-held-Israeli-police-pictured-safe-parents-house-arrest.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2682995/Beaten-home-American-teen-held-Israeli-police-pictured-safe-parents-house-arrest.html</a>    he posted it earlier
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 5:45 pm]: Several pics of no-tear crying and no evidence of anyone dead. who the hell even knows anymore.
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 5:46 pm]: I know this might sound wrong, but why do I care what is going on there? They are just going to fight. They don'
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 5:47 pm]: Sorry, I meant "FIGHT!"
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 5:49 pm]: Or are we just pointing out that this is probably fake news? I am sorry, I am new to this whole thing . . .
delcroix [July 8, 2014 - 5:49 pm]: well tal , only you can answer that :D
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 5:50 pm]: yeah, i'm not sure what to make of that neverending standoff. it's like North and South Korea with actual (or fake) violence. ;)
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 5:50 pm]: Hello Hamas, this is Benji. Get your guys out of this building so we can demolish it.  thx
delcroix [July 8, 2014 - 5:51 pm]: picture 10 has lots of smiling faces, in an orderly queue   for the bomb shelter
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 5:54 pm]: @Tal Shiar: no hive mind intentions here. first I've looked at this conflict and I'm just making initial observations of what we're shown. But of course we can't even believe that at this point, the news has lost all credibility.
delcroix [July 8, 2014 - 5:55 pm]: later peeps :)
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 5:57 pm]: I have a feeling that there is a real hatred towards each other, because of religion. At least I got that impression from some "friends" that live in the area. Not sure if people there act violently on it? It seems that people in the USA use this "imaginary person" to hurt others all the time. So why wouldn't they do the same? I agree @delcroix, the news has lost all credibility.
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 6:04 pm]: @Tal Shiar: Sure the people hate each other, not so sure about the reasons or intentions of their leaders.  But yeah, I don't know what to make of their eternal beef or how much is real or fabricated.
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 6:07 pm]: on a lighter note, a suggestion for @JohnnyClues: intro. Stop it as soon as he says "Wake Up" :) <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSvFpBOe8eY" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSvFpBOe8eY</a>
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 6:08 pm]: @derealium: I agree with you! ha . .   So I am reading what carole posted on here. Its quite interesting.
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 6:12 pm]: @Tal Shiar: The History Channel already told you that they are ancient aliens. Who wouldn't trust the history channel?  :D
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 6:14 pm]: Do you think they are preconditioning us to believe that it is possibility? ?
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 6:15 pm]: Seems so. I know many people think they may stage an alien invasion at some point. that would be fun.
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 6:16 pm]: "a flying saucer just hit the tower"
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 6:17 pm]: Wasn't it a UFO that crashed into the world trade centers? ha ha . .  They didn't forget to hit building number 7 too . .
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 6:18 pm]: It was a missile cloaked as a flying orb/ball. that's what i heard
Tal Shiar [July 8, 2014 - 6:19 pm]: I think the UFO phenomenon is real. Just because people have seen them, but I don't know what they are?
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 6:23 pm]: I'd probably have to see it with my own eyes to believe any such thing. Witness accounts are not solid evidence. I guess some of the footage is compelling, but seems there would be a lot more if it was a frequent occurance.
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 6:42 pm]: Shucks, you guys sure know how to make a guy blush. Thanks, just happy to contribute and see what we can all do as a group effort. Keep in mind that 3 years ago I knew more about the Cleveland Browns than anything related to this media fakery circus, which is to say that If I can contribute something, anyone can, so stay thirsty my friends :D
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 6:50 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: we're only lubing you up for the time when you'll say something we don't like.  I can't remember if you mentioned "Yahweh" or YVWH. I see a lot of conflicts over that one
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 7:01 pm]: Haha, fair enough deralium. As far as that name goes the underlying story is a lie so I don't really care how anyone tries to spell it or make distinctions about a particular aspect of that lie
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 7:02 pm]: It's the same psyop formula used for 9/11 or any other staged event or historical fairy tale, pre-planned conspiracy theory or alternative interpretation mazes which stop people from ever considering the question that will lead to the truth
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 7:03 pm]: What do you think about it, maybe I am missing something
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 7:06 pm]: Sorry, I didn't mean the difference in spelling. In Saturn research, they fight over whether Yahweh, the god of Abraham was Saturn, or as I've seen it explained, the exiled "Jews", what we've seen called the synogague of satan or "fake" jews merged with the pagans and the true biblical god was left in the dust
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 7:16 pm]: Oh ok I see what you mean. To me they use that debate to affect the conclusions of two different belief systems. If you come into the info from a place of a more athiest view, you'll see more value in the Yahweh is Saturn view, while if you are coming from the stance of wanting the Bible to be the true word, you'll see more value in the Ashkenazi synogague of satan view
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 7:17 pm]: And you can see that while the information changes, the underlying debate is really no different than before coming into the info when an evolutionist is arguing with a creationist
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 7:20 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: good answers. But you're wrong! kidding. it actually makes sense that both sides are wrong. ha! so, the ultimate truth is still hidden.  Creative design actually makes more sense to me than a single point of nothing, infinite density exploding into everything.
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 7:33 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: how old is the saturn hexagon symbolism and how the hell did ancients know about the storms on the poles, or do we really even know Saturn has those storms?
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 7:34 pm]: Entirely possible I'm wrong, no disagreement there. But I agree the big bang fairy tale is a farce if there ever was one.
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 7:36 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: oh, I was kidding for sure, I have more questions than answers about most things. I respect your opinion after reading your research, so I'm picking your brain.  :)
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 7:41 pm]: I know you were joking derealium, no worries man. But that's the million dollar question isn't it....NASA is proven division of hollywood, so in order to confirm the authenticity of the imagery we have to accept the idea that Cassini is legit. Personally I do not think regular space travel is possible, so I'm leaning towards the planetary imagery being just as fake and imaginary as everything e
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 7:45 pm]: lse.  nice. time to start making videos saying there are no real photos of the storms on saturn to piss off the saturn researchers. That really is some funny shit. NASA creates saturn storms to match their nutwork ideology.  seriously, I look at alleged cassini pics of saturn and they look like paintings.
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 7:46 pm]: else, but at the same time I could at least entertain the idea of a robotic probe being able to traverse the solar system, but then you also have to consider the concave earth theory and what that would mean as far as even a robotic gadget being able to go anywhere
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 7:47 pm]: I feel you there, that's the direction I'm leaning, and you're right it would piss them all off. It's a belief system now like any other, especially those who run with the whole Saturn is Satan thing
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 7:48 pm]: I actually entertain the idea of a concave earth also. Seems they invert everything else, so why not the actually design of the earth/universe. I surely have more problems with the earth is flat theory.
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 7:50 pm]: Seriously dude, concave, round, flat, or otherwise, what really blows my mind is the thought that since we obviously haven't been to space, just who exactly took the picture of "earth". We don't even know where we are man, the level of deception is pretty insane!
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 7:52 pm]: I'm pretty sure the "picture of the earth from space" is a painting as well. lol. But it makes me feel better that a guy as smart as you is 'almost' as confused as I am.
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 7:53 pm]: The only thing I'm absolutely certain of is that it's all bullshit :D
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 7:53 pm]: Amen to that!
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 7:55 pm]: There's a comedian guy with some sort of seemingly official nasa youtube name who claims he used to paint for NASA. can't think of his name but he may just be legit. lol
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 7:59 pm]: Here it is, Matthew Boylan.  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/user/TheNASAchannel/videos" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/user/TheNASAchannel/videos</a>   but he says the earth is flat.  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQ_1oglzjmk" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQ_1oglzjmk</a>
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 8:00 pm]: Have you ever seen the South Park documentary where they follow Trey and Matt completing an episode from start to finish? This is how I envision the perps writing the script, just laughing their asses of thinking of the increasingly more ridiculous things they can have cartman do
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 8:01 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: I have seen that on Netflix actually.  good stuff, and they surely laugh at us.
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 8:03 pm]: "I know, let's imprint the word lies in the missle smoke!"
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 8:05 pm]: amazing
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 8:09 pm]: when are you going to talk to Ab?
CalcifiedLies [July 8, 2014 - 8:09 pm]: Amazing and ridiculous. I think it's time for me to step away from the portal for a few hours, have a good one
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 8:09 pm]: you too @CalcifiedLies:
Tom-Dalpra [July 8, 2014 - 9:05 pm]: My step-son graduated today. Those square mortar board hats...weird old game
Tom-Dalpra [July 8, 2014 - 9:07 pm]: hi Videre, I'm going to bed but thought I'd bid you good evening
Tom-Dalpra [July 8, 2014 - 9:18 pm]: was slightly embarrassed on episode 115 when right at the end I tried to make some weak joke about getting my intro right (the radio voice thing) and Ab took it as me demanding my 'intro music'. Slight cringe. enough!
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 10:25 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: don't worry about such insignificant things, you're great. I give that advice easier than I can take it. Public speaking was my nightmare scenario, and still bugs me right down to the level of talking to people on a call.  :|
JohnnyClues [July 8, 2014 - 10:26 pm]: @derealium: :D yea, that would be a good intro, tried tonight to upgrade the show, thanks to Ban-A-Zir! and Ab for all their help and time, sadly, it was chop suey City trying to get a better shizzo, I might have to go back to old school Skype recorder again, kinda sux when a good idea can cause annoyance, but it was worth the try imo, and even the $25 bucks....(to be continued)
JohnnyClues [July 8, 2014 - 10:30 pm]: if anyone ever wants to attempt a better quality show, and need the VAC program, I have it now and will give you the program free, how it should be, no biggy or harm, still glad I tried but the choppiness was aggravating a tad, either way, glad I did try, we were very close but no cigars, thanks again Ban-A-Zir! and Ab for the time put in, I did learn a little more tech stuff which is very useful
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 10:32 pm]: @JohnnyClues:  what would cause the chop sueyedness if you tried to use their recording methods? But hey, at least you can take solace in Chris' decade of failed attempts. lol
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 10:35 pm]: i have the solution....cup phones.  don't laugh until you try it.
Banazir Galbasi [July 8, 2014 - 10:35 pm]: I wornde if it is any better or worse than the version I have. I'll try a copy.
Banazir Galbasi [July 8, 2014 - 10:36 pm]: I wornde what wonder means?
derealium [July 8, 2014 - 10:37 pm]: wornder would've made perfect sense but wornde sound nordic
Banazir Galbasi [July 8, 2014 - 10:57 pm]: Worder you mean?
JohnnyClues [July 8, 2014 - 11:17 pm]: @derealium: not sure why, it's too bad, but not all is lost, i'll still mp3 Skype record shows like before, maybe find a better version of it somewhere, if that fails, cups with strings it is!:-) I best get me a huge amount of yarn
JohnnyClues [July 8, 2014 - 11:20 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: sure thing Ban-A-Zir! i'll send you the link in Skype in a sec, give it to Podfather already as well, enjoy! hope you have some better luck with it, i'll look into a better Skype recorder program, and continue on with the show, old school style, no biggie at all, simpler is better for myself at times, or I get a wee bit 8o
JohnnyClues [July 9, 2014 - 12:32 am]: "NASA Asteroid Mission Coming Soon"(to a Tell LIE Vision near you)  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4CV2R2XfJ1E" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4CV2R2XfJ1E</a>
Johan Backes [July 9, 2014 - 3:56 am]: "The police state is now a work of art" MC MArshal Mcluhan
aralsea [July 9, 2014 - 7:33 am]: Peter Gabriel &amp; OVO Illuminati- 9/11 predictive <a href="http://truthseeker444.blogspot.co.uk/2012/04/peter-gabriel-predicts-911-in-2000.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://truthseeker444.blogspot.co.uk/2012/04/peter-gabriel-predicts-911-in-2000.html</a>
aralsea [July 9, 2014 - 7:36 am]: More on Peter Gabriel <a href="http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?t=158185" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?t=158185</a>
PeterShea [July 9, 2014 - 11:18 am]: hey tom. can I believe my eyes? Germany 7 - brazil 1 ?? right on course mate. I really do see beautiful times ahead, in spite of my previous failed dateline predictions.
PeterShea [July 9, 2014 - 11:20 am]: i think it will be an all European final with the dutch winning tonight. Germany then go on to whip the ship out of Holland in the final. poetic and historical justice served on the biggest of stages.
Tom-Dalpra [July 9, 2014 - 1:45 pm]: @PeterShea: haha. I love your positive predictions Peter. I don't know, but my WC feeling is Argentina. We shall see. That 7 -1 was ridiculous. I'm not certain Neymar's 'injury' wasn't staged.  It set up a good excuse for the big defeat. Have a fine evening.
Tom-Dalpra [July 9, 2014 - 4:01 pm]: Looking for signs in the crowd. Big football match they'll surely not waste the schance to psychic drive 'without us knowing it.'
Tom-Dalpra [July 9, 2014 - 5:09 pm]: gematria (n.) Look up gematria at Dictionary.com
1680s, from Hebrew gematriya, from Greek geometria (see geometry). "[E]xplanation of the sense of a word by substituting for it another word, so that the numerical value of the letters constituting either word is identical" [Klein].
aralsea [July 9, 2014 - 5:40 pm]: Argentina might win it all! The new Pope is Argentinian. Patagonia, The Prez has German heritage.
Tom-Dalpra [July 9, 2014 - 5:41 pm]: No. 18 Pallacio . There's been a few key 18 set ups this WC.
Tom-Dalpra [July 9, 2014 - 5:42 pm]: dull game really
Tom-Dalpra [July 9, 2014 - 5:43 pm]: someone should fix something! I sometimes think they have to have extra time. captive audience,
JohnnyClues [July 9, 2014 - 6:10 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: I know squat about these players, #10 Lionel Messi of Argentina, and #11 Arjen Robben of Neitherlands...Are these two players the stars of each team? Wondered their significance in this google pic ...Thanks JC  <a href="http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/googles-make-me-go-hmmm-moment/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/googles-make-me-go-hmmm-moment/</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 9, 2014 - 6:42 pm]: They are the star players Johnny.  10 and 11 classic soccer numbers. Numbers are used to pass subliminal messages. I'd say that's fairly .
Tom-Dalpra [July 9, 2014 - 6:43 pm]: innocuous. Yellow man is winning this. The goalie.
Tom-Dalpra [July 9, 2014 - 6:44 pm]: I've seen this Yellowman thing referenced with sport and humanism
Tom-Dalpra [July 9, 2014 - 6:46 pm]: 11 Argentina scored the winner J
Tom-Dalpra [July 9, 2014 - 6:48 pm]: I believe the FIFA world cup is the most watched global sporting event. fuckin dull 0-0
Tom-Dalpra [July 9, 2014 - 6:48 pm]: here's some more adverts
Tom-Dalpra [July 9, 2014 - 6:54 pm]: On that picture Johnny , i take it back. interesting. I'll comment
Tom-Dalpra [July 9, 2014 - 6:54 pm]: on the thread
Jan Erik Hansen [July 9, 2014 - 8:59 pm]: @derealium: I give u a second chance ! AS Jhonny has given U one ! We are kind of weary of CHILL intruders here ! :-D
Jan Erik Hansen [July 9, 2014 - 9:05 pm]: Alan Watt: How Television &amp; Sports Are Used to Control The Masses. <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hb-lW9yBrwU" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hb-lW9yBrwU</a>
ab [July 9, 2014 - 9:24 pm]: please seed <a href="http://fakeologist.com/site-backups/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/site-backups/</a>
ab [July 9, 2014 - 9:53 pm]: just finished editing out the bumpers for fakeologist radio - and @farcevalue sent me a good one he did on his own. If anyone else wants to follow suit, please send it via skype or any other method you wish. I'll play them throughout the show recordings. Good idea @farcevalue!
ab [July 9, 2014 - 9:55 pm]: I'll let you listen to @farcevalue's it's cool <a href="https://www.dropbox.com/s/gwv0ql8rjgaidl6/Fakeologist%20Movie%20Guy.mp3" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.dropbox.com/s/gwv0ql8rjgaidl6/Fakeologist%20Movie%20Guy.mp3</a>
khammad [July 9, 2014 - 10:04 pm]: @farcevalue number rocks!
khammad [July 9, 2014 - 10:06 pm]: I mean bumper rocks!  Autocorrect can be irritating
Videre Licet [July 10, 2014 - 2:18 am]: hi Tom, I'm going to bed but thought I'd bid you good morning:)
Carys [July 10, 2014 - 8:57 am]: Loved ep115 RAW - had me laughing! Glad to find you all and hope to join you on a call some time. :) Carys (London, UK)
ab [July 10, 2014 - 12:11 pm]: @Carys: thanks it was fun. hope about this Saturday for your 911 story?
JohnnyClues [July 10, 2014 - 12:13 pm]: "Mainstream Media ENOUGH IS ENOUGH"   <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zsng7fT9nd0" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zsng7fT9nd0</a>
Tal Shiar [July 10, 2014 - 12:49 pm]: ha ha . .  That was a funny one Johnny!
Tal Shiar [July 10, 2014 - 12:52 pm]: I think the government and the media fear marijuana because it hurts their control!
JohnnyClues [July 10, 2014 - 1:17 pm]: @Tal Shiar: yea, IMO, some terrible actor from the go off the vid, followed by their "stay out out the weeds, they will prick you" schtick, a platter of fearporn  dished to the sleepy ones...and more greenscreens lies,  their gas is cheap since they can be anywhere in their "magical" studio, "allegedly" reporting live, very deceptive newscasters casting magic through the tellliebox
Carole Thomas [July 10, 2014 - 1:27 pm]: Liar's club 9/11 <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwaYC9Ju0n8" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwaYC9Ju0n8</a>
Tal Shiar [July 10, 2014 - 1:47 pm]: How is marijuana a Schedule I drug, but cocaine, methamphetamine, methadone, are Schedule II ?
aralsea [July 10, 2014 - 2:08 pm]: Germany [Pope Benedict] vs Argentina [Pope Francis]
derealium [July 10, 2014 - 5:17 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: I appreciate it. I've always enjoyed your insight her and on hoaxbusters. Don't want to be in your bad graces..or anyone elses.
derealium [July 10, 2014 - 5:17 pm]: *here
derealium [July 10, 2014 - 5:20 pm]: Dave J gets angry at the moon again.:-)  Wanted to post because he has an interesting NASA pic and theory I haven't heard that applies to "space travel" without "boosters"..using buoyancy.  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MsPPYr8WzA" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MsPPYr8WzA</a>
columjaddica [July 10, 2014 - 7:05 pm]: What do you all think of this pic from Obama' visit to Denver? Horse head, blue and white stripes, strange stuff. Obama's right hand looks white. <a href="http://imgur.com/vDfZ26W" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://imgur.com/vDfZ26W</a>
columjaddica [July 10, 2014 - 7:06 pm]: The three in the blue and white actually look familiar to me for some reason but I get that feeling a lot. Probably just their dress
columjaddica [July 10, 2014 - 7:11 pm]: Tal Shiar: I've been told it's because MJ has no "accepted" medical use. As opposed to Cocaine, amphetmines, opiates. Obviously that's no longer the case, with marinol and other drugs on the market for over a decade, and widespread acceptance of medical MJ, but they never got around to rescheduling it for some odd reason
columjaddica [July 10, 2014 - 7:13 pm]: If you go by the three findings listed here, it's clear MJ should not be schedule 1. <a href="https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Schedule_I_drugs_%28US%29" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Schedule_I_drugs_%28US%29</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 10, 2014 - 8:22 pm]: The horses head and Obama Columm?  haha! it's a freak show. Arab horses? Something about west bank
Tom-Dalpra [July 10, 2014 - 8:23 pm]: I'm so glad we could let the delerium thing go. I hated that.
derealium [July 10, 2014 - 8:42 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: it's "derealium" man, are you tryin'a start something now? :)  when I first signed up here, I found the easy/only way was to create a wordpress site, so derealium was my brilliant idea at that moment. I've used Network at many places because of the 70s film, but it wasn't descriptive enough for a blog I'll never use.
derealium [July 10, 2014 - 8:46 pm]: The blue and white stripes phenomenon is pretty baffling. I actually tried to see if it was common in real life for like a week and only saw a few blue/white stripers.
derealium [July 10, 2014 - 8:49 pm]: <a href="http://derealium.wordpress.com/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://derealium.wordpress.com/</a>  help my blog
derealium [July 10, 2014 - 8:49 pm]: post the 1st entry. lol
derealium [July 10, 2014 - 8:59 pm]: Edward Norton :favorite:s Obama (Illusionist).  Primal Fear with him and Richard Gere was one of my favorite movies. I've always had a thing for his psycho girlfriend in American History X too.
derealium [July 10, 2014 - 9:05 pm]: @Rollo: know how you have that thing for Conchita Wurst? ;)  I have a crush on a transvestite also...Kaitlin 'to the moon and back' Roig.  Being scammed by beautiful umm people is a weird feeling.  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMtKZk2Cpts" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMtKZk2Cpts</a>
Johan Backes [July 10, 2014 - 9:33 pm]: <a href="http://mediamatters.org/video/2010/11/19/fox-amp-friends-attempt-to-roast-marshmallows-w/173553" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://mediamatters.org/video/2010/11/19/fox-amp-friends-attempt-to-roast-marshmallows-w/173553</a>  marshmellow brains
derealium [July 10, 2014 - 9:43 pm]: @Johan Backes: they should've done the skit with the only 3 non-blondes at Fox.
derealium [July 10, 2014 - 10:52 pm]: some geometry from the LA public library and a synchronistic 3 FOX encounter.    <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJcxrBnswfQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJcxrBnswfQ</a>
JohnnyClues [July 11, 2014 - 1:49 am]: "911 In Wonderland Part 1 of 2 - 911 In Movies and Media Before September 11th"  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QYB3UxYqyI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QYB3UxYqyI</a>
Carys [July 11, 2014 - 4:21 am]: Hi @ab I have no voice at the moment, thanks to a bug. I'd just croak horribly if I joined you on Saturday. Hope to recover soon. :? I had an odd reaction to 9/11 as it happened, which I was never able to fathom until 2011 when I re-looked at the day's events. Eventually worked my way through to the fakery. :)
ab [July 11, 2014 - 5:31 am]: @Carys: ok np. be in touch any time you wish. @calcifiedlies or @carolthomas interested in discussing your contributions?
javaring [July 11, 2014 - 10:29 am]: no crush on transvestites, but i do like Johnny Clues stuff.  B)
JohnnyClues [July 11, 2014 - 11:12 am]: @javaring: :? we already have 2 things in common javaring;)
JohnnyClues [July 11, 2014 - 11:42 am]: "Man named â€˜Alpacinoâ€™ charged in Oakland murder"  <a href="http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/jul/8/man-named-alpacino-charged-oakland-murder/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/jul/8/man-named-alpacino-charged-oakland-murder/</a>
JohnnyClues [July 11, 2014 - 11:43 am]: <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5UysDohnr0" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5UysDohnr0</a>
Tal Shiar [July 11, 2014 - 11:52 am]: @columjaddica. I strongly believe the reason the government has it classified as a higher scheduled drug is that MJ makes people question things. I've noticed that with my roommate who legally can smoke it. When he does, he starts to ask questions about things. Which is crazy, because he isn't like that if he wasn't smoking.
JohnnyClues [July 11, 2014 - 12:04 pm]: "Drunk Alabama woman steals horse, rides it to rob store: cops"
JohnnyClues [July 11, 2014 - 12:04 pm]: <a href="http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/drunk-ala-woman-steals-horse-rides-rob-store-cops-article-1.1858295" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/drunk-ala-woman-steals-horse-rides-rob-store-cops-article-1.1858295</a>
JohnnyClues [July 11, 2014 - 12:05 pm]: @Tal Shiar:  a little pineal gland activation never hurts :-)
Banazir Galbasi [July 11, 2014 - 12:29 pm]: @Videre: Rigt up your alley: <a href="http://news.distractify.com/people/celebrities/celebrities-and-their-historical-look-alikes-i-am-certain-nicolas-cage-is-a-time-traveler/?v=1" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://news.distractify.com/people/celebrities/celebrities-and-their-historical-look-alikes-i-am-certain-nicolas-cage-is-a-time-traveler/?v=1</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 11, 2014 - 12:51 pm]: Check out these photographs: <a href="http://news.distractify.com/culture/x-history-photos/?v=1" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://news.distractify.com/culture/x-history-photos/?v=1</a> Particulary the Osama Bin Laden pics and Clinton with JFK. Others just seem phony in various ways.
Carole Thomas [July 11, 2014 - 4:22 pm]: great handy-dandy summary of nuke footage discrepancies by critical mass <a href="http://www.cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=28&#038;t=452&#038;start=435" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=28&#038;t=452&#038;start=435</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 11, 2014 - 5:14 pm]: Is that the needle at the top of the new One World Trade Center falling down at 2:08 of this movie preview?: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bNT-CT25clM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bNT-CT25clM</a> Now its no longer 1776 feet tall. :-(
Banazir Galbasi [July 11, 2014 - 5:34 pm]: Hey Ab. Here is that War of the Worlds Progressive Rock album from 1978 featuring narration from Richard Burton we were talking about: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1l6lY3VaaI0" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1l6lY3VaaI0</a> One of my all time favorites! (Best download it and listen at your leisure.)
ab [July 11, 2014 - 6:40 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: Thanks...not sure I like the music
Videre Licet [July 11, 2014 - 9:56 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi:  Thanks
Videre Licet [July 11, 2014 - 9:58 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: Love the goldbugish photos on the distractify site.  Almost looks as if they manipulated the photos to look like the actors.
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:36 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4KrAfMHF9Qw" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4KrAfMHF9Qw</a>   some Saturday , comedy for ye all :D    <a href="http://wellaware1.com/artwork/large/jimfetzershill.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://wellaware1.com/artwork/large/jimfetzershill.jpg</a>
CalcifiedLies [July 12, 2014 - 10:51 am]: Hey Ab just saw your comment, let's do it soon (just need a little more notice beforehand), looking forward to the call with Videre
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 2:20 pm]: nice deconstruction of the snake-tactics of Sean Hannity interviewing a 911'truther' professor.  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgBnbW2Yn5Y" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgBnbW2Yn5Y</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 6:35 pm]: Argentina to win World Cup been timed  with Israel and latest flare-up I think.
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 6:40 pm]: same old narrative there...saintly UN say 'stop it'. Cold Israel plays tough and above the law.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 7:22 pm]: Is Ra EL is the law. soccer does seem like one of the easiest sports to fix.       ....social anxiety people with no snakeskin.  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FsykR02XEcY" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FsykR02XEcY</a>
ab [July 12, 2014 - 8:13 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: ok next week if you wish. would you prefer am or pm
ab [July 12, 2014 - 9:09 pm]: fakeologist.org is our backup site. the posts are outdated but the top post has ALL the backup links
ab [July 12, 2014 - 9:09 pm]: <a href="http://fakeologist.org" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.org</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 9:16 pm]: ahoy folks
Videre Licet [July 12, 2014 - 9:18 pm]: hey tom!
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:21 pm]: happy saturday peeps :) although it's gone into sunday here lol
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:26 pm]: nice cloud cover here , can't see the super moon , they might have put a new bulb in the projector :idea:
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 9:27 pm]: @delcroix: lol too early for that
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 9:28 pm]: Tim and Videre are live on air, guys!
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:28 pm]: <a href="http://www.zazzle.ca/911_fakeologist_t_tees-235510148147142755" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.zazzle.ca/911_fakeologist_t_tees-235510148147142755</a>
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:30 pm]: @derealium for the super moon or the bulb change ? lol
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 9:30 pm]: I'm after a fakeologist NBC safety suit.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 9:31 pm]: @delcroix: yeah. moon projection is 2nd half of the show stuff
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:32 pm]: i want a fakeologist spinning bow tie
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 9:34 pm]: Videre's husky
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 9:34 pm]: i heard a rumoUr that Ireland has no moon, they just project a picture of Kate Middleton's buns up there.
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 9:34 pm]: In comparison to a castrato like your goodself, Tom.
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:35 pm]: if ye have'nt seen this ...check it out after the show guys .... mad     <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nS3g6-2W35s" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nS3g6-2W35s</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 9:35 pm]: Hey Ab, Videre. Ep 116 is 911 upside down. Good number.
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 9:35 pm]: i love husky girls too
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 9:36 pm]: Hush. You're unnerving her!
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 9:36 pm]: @psyopticon: how did you know?
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:36 pm]: BBV  :D
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 9:36 pm]: The bulge or lack of.
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 9:36 pm]: re. castrato! i'm gonna stop too distracting
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 9:36 pm]: Hush. let's get serious.
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 9:38 pm]: BBV?
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:39 pm]: voice psyopticon....... big beautiful voice .... 8o
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 9:39 pm]: Very confident speaker. Good stuff!
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 9:39 pm]: she rocks
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 9:42 pm]: Little Gray Ball == Conspiracy Candy maybe?
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 9:43 pm]: just my thinking.
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:43 pm]: the ball plane i've heard of .... it's still  makey upy footage
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:43 pm]: it's on september clues
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 9:44 pm]: vague enough for intrigue. either way if that's what gets you thinking. for a good time i believed in missiles.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 9:44 pm]: pretty sure the ball was the moon falling to earth and why they have to use a projector name. dammit @delcroix:
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 9:44 pm]: projector *now
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:45 pm]: feck off derealium lolo
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 9:45 pm]: hole in shanksville was there before 911 right?
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 9:45 pm]: So this is the footage of the Magic Grey Ball?  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wF74zTLjNg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wF74zTLjNg</a>
smj [July 12, 2014 - 9:47 pm]: shanksville. the word shank has a number of interesting connotations.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 9:48 pm]: i'm surprised the 'plane' didn't crash in a small town called Babylon
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:49 pm]: made for tv ..... no live views on tv that day
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 9:49 pm]: Hm strange ! Videre why you contriboute to the fake shit on tv ? TV is not reality. its 100% scripted and produced, dirwcted and edited ! I do dig U Videre. :-D
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 9:49 pm]: all the bad weather footage is coming out on a special edition dvd/bluray set. Eric Stoltz was involved in the stormy footage.
smj [July 12, 2014 - 9:49 pm]: so she's saying the nutwork 'shanked' the missile shot.
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 9:50 pm]: The Gray Ball is an ideal distraction for Fatty Fetzo et al
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 9:50 pm]: Wel they did not. They planed the thing from 1968 LOL !!!
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 9:51 pm]: so it missed building 7 and landed in shanksville?
jimbo [July 12, 2014 - 9:51 pm]: That plane shaped hole in the tower is impossible. A plane can't cut through steel like that.
smj [July 12, 2014 - 9:51 pm]: they shanked it, bro.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 9:51 pm]: Videre is COOL ! :-D
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 9:52 pm]: I thought planes hit it? What are all you guys talking about?
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:52 pm]: did ye see this funny pic ?  <a href="http://wellaware1.com/artwork/large/jimfetzershill.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://wellaware1.com/artwork/large/jimfetzershill.jpg</a>
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 9:52 pm]: lol. goldbuggery
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 9:53 pm]: Which one's fake though?  Chalmers or The Fetz?
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:53 pm]: lol
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 9:53 pm]: press the 'angle' button on your remote to see the alternate shots.
smj [July 12, 2014 - 9:54 pm]: are you sure that the slip-ups aren't part of the algorithm?
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 9:55 pm]: Great post, ab: <a href="http://fakeologist.com/2014/07/08/officer-bilby/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/2014/07/08/officer-bilby/</a>
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:55 pm]: the myth ,,, the plane,,,,, the myth ,,,, the plane
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 9:56 pm]: They are aiming for the subconcius. And what U detect with the concius mind dont metter. The herd dont notice details. They dont aply logic and are trigerd by emtional trigger / buss words !
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:56 pm]: black and white photos of an empty ash covered sound stage .....
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 9:57 pm]: here we go
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:57 pm]: raw can never be too long
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 9:57 pm]: greatest show ever...
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 9:58 pm]: i'll post you one ab lol
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 9:58 pm]: hey Jan: IN a world... In, get it? Concave...
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 9:59 pm]: good point ban
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:00 pm]: SIM CITY ! SIM WORLD LOL !!!!!!
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:00 pm]: more like a large flat shape with the edges of "antartica" rising up ?
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:01 pm]: no spoilers!
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:01 pm]: michael caine in dressed to kill lol
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:02 pm]: Who knows BAN ?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:02 pm]: The shit they tel us us BUNK !
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:02 pm]: Why tel stupid catle any TRUTH ?
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:02 pm]: space is fake, that's all i can contribute to the earth's shape debate
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:03 pm]: :warning:
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:03 pm]: space cake is real though
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: ha, yes it is
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: :warning:  are traffick  lights / signs control mechanisms or safety devices ?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: SIM SHADY ?
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:06 pm]: always for me , safety devices
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:07 pm]: Trafic lights are behaviourism ! Obedience aining ETC !
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:07 pm]: exactly jan
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:07 pm]: Obedience training LOL !
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:07 pm]: no interrupting ab, a woman is speaking
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:08 pm]: you can be accused of breaking a light lol
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:08 pm]: and no glass on the road
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:09 pm]: is the mafia genuine, or a scare tactic?
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 10:09 pm]: Some peeps are so compromised - e.g. the Bush Crime Family - that they can be manipulated into doing and saying anything.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:09 pm]: Cognitive disonance is pain avoidance !
smj [July 12, 2014 - 10:10 pm]: george is an actor. he is relaxing comfortably on walker's point without a care in the world.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:10 pm]: the trench coat mafia was a 100% real threat
smj [July 12, 2014 - 10:11 pm]: no guilt for george, it's the family business-- acting.
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:11 pm]: would you RATHER the children didn't die? or never were?
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:13 pm]: maybe the parents happily sacrificed them to Moloch the Bull.
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:13 pm]: 116 911
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:14 pm]: the trench coat mafia is of course the exception.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:14 pm]: IXXI
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:15 pm]: @delcroix:  POWER is al about psycology and s an control. Its an ART who is OLD !
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:15 pm]: hey dustman!
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:16 pm]: show him that link videre
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:16 pm]: from earlier
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:17 pm]: Amedinejad is Henry Winkler - that one is definitely true
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:17 pm]: and Mama Cass was Cyril Smith
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:18 pm]: im sure there are bloodlines and people over time that are related, though not according to Wikipedia for example
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 10:18 pm]: My dog's opinion on Ed Chiarini was a really loud fart.
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:18 pm]: @jan knowing what to do with knowledge , is power
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:19 pm]: Dont understand why people from USA. Think it has any relation to objective reality who is what we experience in real life !
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:21 pm]: I don't understand why USA was just singled out when the world is full of cows
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 10:22 pm]: And the brainwaves when listening to fetzer are similar to a
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 10:22 pm]: brain stroke
smj [July 12, 2014 - 10:24 pm]: i must say leon panetta does look like baghdad bob.
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:24 pm]: migraines
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:24 pm]: @Jan I won't mention the Jews if you don't mention the Venicians   :D ..... btw ed thinks one of my friends Nick Spero from circus maximus is really the govener of conneticut  lol
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:24 pm]: haha
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:24 pm]: aware and tear.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:25 pm]: could goldbugger really be paid to put out such idiocy, or is it just a weird fetish he has?
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 10:25 pm]: She's got a husband, Tom.
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:26 pm]: what Mama Cass?
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:27 pm]: <a href="http://outsideradio.blogspot.ie/2014/07/dallas-goldberg-on-fetzer-show-jan-28.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://outsideradio.blogspot.ie/2014/07/dallas-goldberg-on-fetzer-show-jan-28.html</a>    i put goldberg fetzer into an mp3 for the laugh ...... he thinks fetzer is theo chalmers lol
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:27 pm]: made him look crazy in real life too for hating the joos.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:27 pm]: @delcroix: it's the phoenicians
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:28 pm]: @ derealium it's many a thing
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:29 pm]: i was just rhyming. Hadn't seen that vid you have on your homepage yet. wow, headshot and happy
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:29 pm]: hey, I don't remember working on a project with Richard gage! something is not right...
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:29 pm]: although theo fetzer share a neck
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:30 pm]: and chin
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:32 pm]: different earlobes, a goldbugger staple
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:32 pm]: "Bank for International Settlements (BIS) was part of a plan to create a world system of financial control in private hands able to dominate the political system of each country and the economy of the world as a whole...to be controlled in a feudalistic fashion by the central banks of the world acting in concert by secret agreements."
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:33 pm]: just return to sender jan
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:34 pm]: then they'll all feck off , when everyone does it
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:34 pm]: 911 is the emergency code - 999 is same in places - these are for a reason 116 dead in Aberfan
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:34 pm]: 112 is the alt 999 which is 911 in america
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:35 pm]: "Switzerland remains one the world's biggest repositories for dirty money. In 2009 it hosted about $2.1 trillion in offshore accounts owned by non-residents, about half from Europe. This had been $3.1 trillion in 2007 before the global financial crisis."
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 10:35 pm]: The Aberfan "photos" had a certain "miniature model" feeling to them.  The Hornby Feel.  The lack of very fine detail that can't be modelled in miniature.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:35 pm]: @delcroix:  :D
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:36 pm]: tom didn't they send in 116 troops to help with the boston molasses disaster?
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 10:36 pm]: Though, just checking out the fakery of models, using miniature... and vice-versa... the faking of miniatures using real-size objects!  (see tilt-shift)
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:36 pm]: yep 116 cadets sealed off the area. they were right on hand.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:37 pm]: Oct-o-Gon svitzerland. makes a lot of sense they remain neutral if it is the home of the 'higher powers'.  it was established by templars afterall
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:38 pm]: @derealium:  He is part right ! After 1815 its bben a freehaven for the crimal paracitic "ELITE"
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:39 pm]: @ Jan and anyone interested .... have you ever heard of this stuff ? <a href="http://grizzom.blogspot.ie/2014/07/the-united-company-of-merchants-and.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://grizzom.blogspot.ie/2014/07/the-united-company-of-merchants-and.html</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:40 pm]: here is a 116 story from today: <a href="http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/City/Varanasi/Varanasi-reported-116-abductions-in-2013-UP-fails-to-protect-kids-National-Crime-Record-Bureau/articleshow/38248310.cms" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/City/Varanasi/Varanasi-reported-116-abductions-in-2013-UP-fails-to-protect-kids-National-Crime-Record-Bureau/articleshow/38248310.cms</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:40 pm]: yes, with Aberfan there was talk of people ''getting in the way of the official rescue operation'' - LIFE photographer embedded ready to shoot
smj [July 12, 2014 - 10:40 pm]: i find the swimming astronauts relaxing
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:41 pm]: the banners are grand
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:41 pm]: my fav too!
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:41 pm]: one eye avatars ...are a bit scarey lol
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:41 pm]: Videre was there early on ab irato days
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:42 pm]: were'nt we all :D
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:42 pm]: the astronaut header has A sex SUBLIMINAL AND AN aB ONE I THINK
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:42 pm]: its so scripted
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:42 pm]: @delcroix: LOOK in to it ! Its not a nobrainer who  have the POWER now. Think i do a show with footnotes in the future !
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:43 pm]: i think we do a show sometime
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:43 pm]: ?
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:44 pm]: i'll see if my other wives will be willing to talk
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:44 pm]: :D
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: there's always a movie
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: i used to tap phones too vid ..
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: we're giving away our ages now
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 10:46 pm]: @delcroix:  COOL lets do that !
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 10:46 pm]: This one of the "Aberfan Disaster" looks totally fake.. <a href="http://www.codex99.com/photography/images/aberfan/aberfan_1_lg.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.codex99.com/photography/images/aberfan/aberfan_1_lg.jpg</a>
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:46 pm]: @Jan B)
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:46 pm]: a super phreak!
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:47 pm]: and on this the supermoon!
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:47 pm]: still cloudy here ban lol
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: @psyopticon: looks very weird.  giant asphalt truck spill!
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: i'm going out to check .... thank feck for wireless headfones
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: lol rollo
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: Freak friend
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: ... go f@#% yourself!
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:49 pm]: we talk for hours we're friends
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:50 pm]: hey Rollo. tell your wife I say hi...
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 10:50 pm]: @derealium: Britain pioneered miniature modelling! The City of London even gauges the economy using the stockprice of Hornby plc - the original master company of miniature railways etc.   That would seem to be the background for many of the Aberfan photos - houses created out of balsa wood!
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 10:51 pm]: ???  So the tower fires / collapses  were faked, but the ball is real??
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:52 pm]: ball in
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:52 pm]: a ball shaped missle?
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:52 pm]: the ball-in footage
smj [July 12, 2014 - 10:52 pm]: orb?
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:52 pm]: <a href="http://k007.kiwi6.com/hotlink/qmbzznjzfv/Funny_Kangaroo_rollo.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://k007.kiwi6.com/hotlink/qmbzznjzfv/Funny_Kangaroo_rollo.jpg</a>   ...sorry rollo lol
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:52 pm]: rollo said he's "banned" from fakeologist?
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: the ball-in footage is conclusive
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: ip problem. I had that too.
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: it's balls
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: that's odd, never heard of such at other sites
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: balls
smj [July 12, 2014 - 10:54 pm]: let's step out of the nation state paradigm please.
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:54 pm]: balls in, balls out. go about your business.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:55 pm]: gotta try fakeologist with my Auckland proxy
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:56 pm]: it's ok rollo , i forgive you :D lol
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:56 pm]: it's cool. it's a detail. we all come to things in our own time i guess. Videre gets other stuff instantly that others wouldn't
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:56 pm]: good point Ab
smj [July 12, 2014 - 10:57 pm]: there is no need for consensus
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 10:57 pm]: i mean good point to have discussion
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:57 pm]: Ourway came from Yahweh. never forget
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 10:57 pm]: hang her, she's a heretic!
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 10:58 pm]: quote of the night..."we have to be careful to not be like Ab"   haha
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:58 pm]: sept clues is the classic .... but we have no leaders
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 10:59 pm]: leader-less and label-less
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 10:59 pm]: but we have great pointers
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 10:59 pm]: ab must add this to the quotes in the headers she also dislikes.  "we have to be careful to not be like Ab"
smj [July 12, 2014 - 11:00 pm]: how is hoi not a lawyer?
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 11:00 pm]: Good call, Rollo..  Numbers belong in the bingo hall.
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:00 pm]: hoi, you now have a pretty good idea
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:00 pm]: @smj: because lawyers are crooks
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:01 pm]: rollo doesn't like his sports broken down
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 11:01 pm]: TV has only one function ! Thats to program the HERD ! Its not there to inform the HERD ! Its al about herd management. If U  dont get that TV is a weapon and not a service to inform the wage/debt SLAVES !
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:01 pm]: no it wasn't "natural". it was made that way since the first people could count their fingers
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:01 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen:  Yes
jimbo [July 12, 2014 - 11:02 pm]: Attorneys are considered bad guys until you need one. Then you want a shark of a lawyer.
Videre Licet [July 12, 2014 - 11:02 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: there is a reason why they call it programming.
smj [July 12, 2014 - 11:02 pm]: @deilerium most of them aren't crooks; they are actors that don't quite realize it. just like your average theoretical physicist i suppose. i used to be one.
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:03 pm]: ill record it for you
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:03 pm]: ill keep my mouth shu
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:03 pm]: t
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:04 pm]: but they operate under bullshit law written in PIG latin
smj [July 12, 2014 - 11:04 pm]: a lot of theoretical physics is greek.
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:05 pm]: building seven heaven
jimbo [July 12, 2014 - 11:05 pm]: My lawyer got me  a settlement for my accident of $100,000. Their fee was 33.3 per cent. Or 1/3 of the total.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:05 pm]: a lot of everything is Greek and Roman. If you fell into the US capithole, you'd think you just landed in Rome, Egypt.
smj [July 12, 2014 - 11:06 pm]: don't get me wrong, all lawyers should be lined up and shot.
jimbo [July 12, 2014 - 11:06 pm]: Hey maybe it's a good idea to know latin after all.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 11:06 pm]: @Bootleg_Bill:  Its not hard to undestand ! Its only  function is management of HERD ! Why are people in USA scared when they have militar power so GREAT ?
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 11:07 pm]: @ Jan or anyone else that's interested my skype is ,,,,    delcroix2012   :P
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:07 pm]: I agree smj, killed the lot of them.
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:07 pm]: i do rollo!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 12, 2014 - 11:07 pm]: I ad it when i am on my own PC
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:08 pm]: play the George w speech about conspiracy theorists
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 11:08 pm]: B)
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:09 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen:   For the same reason you stated.  TV in the states keeps folks scared of their own neighbor, the next "attack" and the rest of the world who they "think" are out to get them.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:09 pm]: lawyers shouldn't be shot, but I respect defenders much more than prosecutors. They're' just doing their job'
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:10 pm]: most "scared" americans are scared because that great military power can be turned inwards.
jimbo [July 12, 2014 - 11:10 pm]: Parents here in the USA think theirkids will get abducted in the shopping malls if they look away for a minute.
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:11 pm]: @derealium: the smart ones should be.  cause "they" are the ones to worry about
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:11 pm]: "we will not tolerate crazy conspiracy theories..."
smj [July 12, 2014 - 11:11 pm]: it's a lawyer joke. i think it's from shakespeare. but fuck that i say kill at least the majority of them.
marksman [July 12, 2014 - 11:12 pm]: bonjour
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:13 pm]: hey markman!
jimbo [July 12, 2014 - 11:13 pm]: Lawyers make big bucks. Some people don't like that. Jealousy is a bitch.
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 11:13 pm]: piper with a gun and shades on the rooftop , great ending for cluedo and a great new beginning  for us all
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:14 pm]: our own peps are plugged into all the media....and all that shit is controlled.
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 11:15 pm]: they live ..... they die when we turn off the t v
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:17 pm]: fuck Hammurabi's law code. Imma blackcube anarchist. lol
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 11:17 pm]: they need our consent .....stop giving it
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:18 pm]: yes Ab:  bookface and tubeyou are such massed organized spots to control the masses.  And on purpose.  The local and national news were "pitching" those sights along with "shitter" for about 6 months straight when they first got going.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:18 pm]: the rest of the world is so awake, they should really stop their governments from partnering with the evil centerpoint.  But really, the US is just the enforcement arm of the western world of liars.
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:19 pm]: now bookface and shitter are referenced in all news outlets.  whatacrokofshit.
delcroix [July 12, 2014 - 11:20 pm]: goodnight ab vid rollo et al , catch the rest on the pod , off to bed , keep on keeping on :)
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:20 pm]: night
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:20 pm]: @delcroix: sleep well croix
smj [July 12, 2014 - 11:20 pm]: the rest of the world is just as dumbfounded as your average american. i've been paying attention my whole life and i don't have a clue.
ab [July 12, 2014 - 11:21 pm]: @delcroix: take care
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:21 pm]: @smj: the fact that you don't....mean you know more than most.
marksman [July 12, 2014 - 11:21 pm]: "Modern mythology is secular, reinforced by the mass media, newspapers, television and movies.. and is based fundamentally on cliche and stock response...It is thus the function of education to point away from this mass-media mythology to an ideal world.  Perhaps the real Canada is an ideal with nobody in it.  The Canada to which we really do owe loyalty is the Canada we have failed to create" -
marksman [July 12, 2014 - 11:22 pm]: Northrop Frye
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:22 pm]: @marksman:  you know Canada is fake right???
marksman [July 12, 2014 - 11:22 pm]: lol yes i do
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:22 pm]: haha  jk
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 11:22 pm]: What about a plug for Linux - another magnificent Scandinavian creation?!
marksman [July 12, 2014 - 11:22 pm]: that was the point in the quote
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:22 pm]: @smj: right on. it's like, what do they expect us to do. go down to Boone's Farm Hoax and help them standoff against the feds?  lol..i hope someone gets the boone's farm reference
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:22 pm]: ha
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 11:24 pm]: so, if I was a gambler, I'd sit on the exchanges and hope Germany scored first. I would then back Argentina to win.
marksman [July 12, 2014 - 11:25 pm]: Fakeology as anti-environment
marksman [July 12, 2014 - 11:25 pm]: skype was bought by microsoft
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 11:26 pm]: That sucks @marksman
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:26 pm]: "centerpoint of evil" as opposed to "axis of evil".  someone come up with a better word than centerpoint.  @Tom-Dalpra: bet on a shootout
jimbo [July 12, 2014 - 11:27 pm]: Boones Farm wine. Priceless stuff.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:27 pm]: @jimbo: :D
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:27 pm]: <a href="http://rollo.com" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://rollo.com</a>
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:28 pm]: Banazir listens...that's why I like him
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 11:30 pm]: OBF is famous. All that Fetzer Air
smj [July 12, 2014 - 11:30 pm]: they got spooked
smj [July 12, 2014 - 11:31 pm]: that's the first time rollo's made me laugh in 6 months
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:31 pm]: @jimbo: haha.  boones farm and mad dog 20/20.  the classics.
smj [July 12, 2014 - 11:32 pm]: amish chicks love strawberry boones farm
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:33 pm]: why there are not more woman fakeologist??  because they already think they know it all
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:33 pm]: zing
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:33 pm]: aww, thanks Bill
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:33 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: anytime
marksman [July 12, 2014 - 11:34 pm]: Bill Kaysing Interview with Bart Sibrel: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJxHnpa90w4" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJxHnpa90w4</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 11:38 pm]: men can't tell if someone's lying
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:38 pm]: hmmm. nope
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 11:38 pm]: haha
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 11:39 pm]: i was lying, you prove me right!
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:39 pm]: sometimes women's sensors are way off as well.
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 11:39 pm]: sometimes their antennae get bent too
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:41 pm]: lady in red
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 11:41 pm]: like L Ron Hubbard
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:42 pm]: LOL Ron Hubbard
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:42 pm]: <a href="http://moreab.com" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://moreab.com</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: Armunn milk?
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: I went vegetarian. since then I've no et a sausage
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 11:45 pm]: 50 years he'll be 97....it's doable
smj [July 12, 2014 - 11:45 pm]: you can drink milk just dump some acv on top of it.
smj [July 12, 2014 - 11:45 pm]: i'm a ceviche phreak.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:46 pm]: who wants to live a long life here in hell?  &gt;:-D
smj [July 12, 2014 - 11:46 pm]: me, as long as i can get some decent dope.
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:47 pm]: lol nice.
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:48 pm]: <a href="http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0205873/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0205873/</a>   &gt;The Dish movie
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:49 pm]: A remote Australian antenna, populated by quirky characters, plays a key role in the first Apollo moon landing.  ....and the cover is full of sheep. lmao
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:50 pm]: paul thinks the world is gonna end bout every month....sigh
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 11:51 pm]: six months to live, didn't pay the bill- got another six months
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:51 pm]: mark saying shit outta context....never.
Bootleg_Bill [July 12, 2014 - 11:51 pm]: ha
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 11:52 pm]: night people haha hey that was me. it was bad!
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 11:52 pm]: they're fun
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 11:53 pm]: we love you Videre!:favorite:
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:54 pm]: good show peeps. thanks for the werds
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:54 pm]: well what will it be?
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 11:54 pm]: Thanks guys.  Great effort!
Tom-Dalpra [July 12, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: she got a special number like Ban was on 39 and 93! that's just a coincidenk
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: ;)
ab [July 12, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: Glad the site stayed up! Thanks all - Videre you were great!
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: that's why I snuck onto 116....
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:56 pm]: How they've gone from bad to worse!!!  hoax of the century
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:56 pm]: now I just need to travel back in time and interrupt number 42
Banazir Galbasi [July 12, 2014 - 11:56 pm]: sounded great videre, new mic?
derealium [July 12, 2014 - 11:57 pm]: that song could've been like a floyd classic. not enough werds
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 11:58 pm]: That was excellent :-)
psyopticon [July 12, 2014 - 11:58 pm]: G'nite guys.
derealium [July 13, 2014 - 12:02 am]: Chat 42 Votes
Banazir Galbasi [July 13, 2014 - 12:10 am]: cool. I clicked it at 32 to make it 33. it was an honour. though rollo wouldn't think so. :favorite:
ab [July 13, 2014 - 12:12 am]: @psyopticon: thanks nite!
Rollo [July 13, 2014 - 12:13 am]: After Party Sarting soonish
Rollo [July 13, 2014 - 12:17 am]: Starting Soonish...BaNS..GOING TO BE THE PRODUCER...so if things go pear shaped on the call...dont blame me ot Videre ....Blame Ban....
ab [July 13, 2014 - 12:18 am]: @Rollo: make sure he streams it
Rollo [July 13, 2014 - 12:19 am]: I can only ask...im the talent...not the techincal boffin
derealium [July 13, 2014 - 12:21 am]: I hope it's more like an afterbirth. make jimbo call in.
Rollo [July 13, 2014 - 12:22 am]: afterbirth...I was called that
derealium [July 13, 2014 - 12:22 am]: it's a compliment
derealium [July 13, 2014 - 12:23 am]: think of breaking out of a cocoon into the real world
Rollo [July 13, 2014 - 12:23 am]: really...call in to the afterparty
Rollo [July 13, 2014 - 12:23 am]: if it gets going....Bans on the case
derealium [July 13, 2014 - 12:24 am]: don't know the afterbirth party #, but I'd like to listen if nothing else
Rollo [July 13, 2014 - 12:25 am]: k
Rollo [July 13, 2014 - 12:25 am]: up 2 u
derealium [July 13, 2014 - 12:26 am]: steven.nc yo
jimbo [July 13, 2014 - 12:27 am]: @derealium. I must not call in. I'm too beered up. :)
derealium [July 13, 2014 - 12:28 am]: @jimbo: all's fair at 12:30am EST
derealium [July 13, 2014 - 12:29 am]: yikes, live stream is currently depantsing me. lol
Rollo [July 13, 2014 - 12:48 am]: we're going to stream...on s2.fakeologist.com .........can anyone here us?
derealium [July 13, 2014 - 12:52 am]: nope, it's still the Fear and Loathing Episode
derealium [July 13, 2014 - 12:56 am]: lol. but I'm not sure. copy and pasted "s2.fakeologist.com" into my browser and Rollo is talking to PeterShea
derealium [July 13, 2014 - 1:00 am]: Stream deez.  Headshot and happy with a baphomet hand sign to finish it off. Houston we have a problem.  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nS3g6-2W35s" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nS3g6-2W35s</a>
smj [July 13, 2014 - 1:09 am]: ain't nothing changed but the narrative.
smj [July 13, 2014 - 1:12 am]: my name is my fuckin name. my mother gave it to me. i don't recognize your crown, so i don't give a shit if it recognizes my name.
Videre Licet [July 13, 2014 - 1:17 am]: @smj: lol
smj [July 13, 2014 - 1:24 am]: fetzer's working to stuff his chubby jowels.
smj [July 13, 2014 - 1:25 am]: i comment all the time on the real deal on fetzer hasn't addressed me yet.
Rollo [July 13, 2014 - 2:08 am]: got kicked off....fun while it lasted
jimbo [July 13, 2014 - 2:13 am]: My landlord just came to my room to say how upset she is about the president allowing Muslims into US states that have strict gun control laws so they they can take over us citizens. The Muslims will be knocking on our door soon to kill us. She wants a gun. I sensed real fear in her voice. I told her it will all blow over like the nuke crisis of Kennedy days. Tv  programing is a real weapon. Shees
jimbo [July 13, 2014 - 2:14 am]: Sheesh!
Johan Backes [July 13, 2014 - 5:14 am]: Keep er going y'all
Carole Thomas [July 13, 2014 - 6:38 am]: @Ab would love to talk to you after summer hols. Am about to travel to. Sweden and then to UK.
Rollo [July 13, 2014 - 8:14 am]: Ice Hockey Down Under this evening.....A Few shout outs.....thank U All ------&gt; <a href="http://youtu.be/Tjzc9BbUqCI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://youtu.be/Tjzc9BbUqCI</a>......sorry I didnt mention Simon Shack...Im such an ASS!!!!
smj [July 13, 2014 - 11:09 am]: i'm calling b.s. on the ol' atom smasher, ernest lawrence, and all the resultant "big science" that his 4.5 inch cyclotron he dreamed up in the basement of "le conte" hall brought us. everything from nuclear medicine to carbon 14 dating to the silly synthetic elements discovered thru particle accelerators. <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGBHi3gejuM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGBHi3gejuM</a>
smj [July 13, 2014 - 11:10 am]: lawrencium atomic number 103.
smj [July 13, 2014 - 11:19 am]: i'm gonna have to agree with the caricature of lawrence in this superman cartoon.  the cyclotron must be out of order. <a href="http://www.thespeedingbullet.com/atomic.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.thespeedingbullet.com/atomic.html</a>
smj [July 13, 2014 - 11:20 am]: ge is gonna cure cancer any day now with their cyclotron.   <a href="http://gereports.com.au/post/02-12-2013/meet-the-cyclotron-a-machine-that-shines-a-light-on-cancer" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://gereports.com.au/post/02-12-2013/meet-the-cyclotron-a-machine-that-shines-a-light-on-cancer</a>
ab [July 13, 2014 - 12:36 pm]: ep116 now posted.
ab [July 13, 2014 - 12:36 pm]: not sure where the afterparty is
Rollo [July 13, 2014 - 4:56 pm]: We're going to Xtra-time.......Germany 0 Argentina 0.....The British less than Zero....only cause Im Irish @ :favorite: .....
Rollo [July 13, 2014 - 5:44 pm]: Germany wins....too many Germs on those Nasty Germans.....but hey as FIFA says...."Say no to Racism"...unless your English..........World Cup 2014 was AWESOME....Where's the after party?
Tom-Dalpra [July 13, 2014 - 6:06 pm]: round yours
Tom-Dalpra [July 13, 2014 - 6:06 pm]: <a href="http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2014/06/15/1402868323381_wps_13_FILE_In_this_file_still_i.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2014/06/15/1402868323381_wps_13_FILE_In_this_file_still_i.jpg</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 13, 2014 - 6:07 pm]: Maybe that was foreshadowing. It was in an ISIS press release set with a 17 NANI who scored and an 18.
Carole Thomas [July 13, 2014 - 6:08 pm]: Wow- we are all celebrating the German win here - come round for a Bier everyone:-)
Tom-Dalpra [July 13, 2014 - 6:08 pm]: haha! might as well go with it Carole :-)!
Carole Thomas [July 13, 2014 - 6:14 pm]: Yep, they do know how to brew a beer over here, Tom:-)
Rollo [July 13, 2014 - 6:16 pm]: I did a crazy selfie...during the match.....gimmie an hour...Ill upload it....hopefully Fakeologists will enjoy....watch this space
Tom-Dalpra [July 13, 2014 - 6:31 pm]: can't wait
JohnnyClues [July 13, 2014 - 6:56 pm]: Interesting Fake Wrestling Matchup..."The Mega Powers vs. The Twin Towers"   <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxQhkb5Q_Qs" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxQhkb5Q_Qs</a>
Rollo [July 13, 2014 - 7:41 pm]: Cunt Wait ....oops Take 2 Can't Wait ...Really Tom? Enjoy the comedy / Tragedy/ Trajectory ......Here it is ------&gt; <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wow5pKpet2A" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wow5pKpet2A</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 14, 2014 - 4:45 am]: A beautiful tree-house diary - Rollo
Jan Erik Hansen [July 14, 2014 - 5:49 am]: "You must understand that this war is not against Hitler or National Socialism, but against the strength of the German people, which is to be smashed once and for all, regardless of whether it is in the hands of Hitler or a Jesuit priest." Emrys Hughes, Winston Churchill - His Career in War and Peace, p. 145; quoted as per: Adrian Preissinger, Von Sachsenhausen bis Buchenwald, p. 23.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 14, 2014 - 5:49 am]: <a href="http://www.whale.to/b/churchill_h.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.whale.to/b/churchill_h.html</a>
ab [July 14, 2014 - 5:53 am]: @Jan Erik Hansen: that says it all. Germany would be running the world (and probably well) but that is against the will of the AA empire.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 14, 2014 - 5:58 am]: YES no doubt ! :-D
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 6:09 am]: I got one prediction right!!! and hopefully for the right reasons. let us will it that the rest of (my) predictions come to pass, sooner rather than later. congratulations to the german population who have endured more wrongs that any ever could be said to deserve. :favorite: to all here.
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 6:20 am]: jolly good showing videre. it does appear that all the 9/11 video was prefabricated (makes sense) and the 'grey ball' is another inserted 'truth layer'. I agree with rollo that there were no mistakes on 9/11 and that everything went exactly as planned. now we see just how full of holes it is, even this is by design. the future is either going to be very bright or very dark. no more fences, mat
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 6:20 am]: e.
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 6:29 am]: did you get naked on the ice rollo, you mad bastrad, you?
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 6:30 am]: that would be a sight for sore eyes mate.
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 6:33 am]: to go along well with all your sounds for sore ears. :P
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 6:45 am]: how are you going with your new fakeologist thong rollo? does it say in big pink lettering FAKE on the front? suits you beautifully sir. :O nice!
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 6:45 am]: :D
aralsea [July 14, 2014 - 7:29 am]: Rollo..I cant wait to hear your 1st episode...and you're videos are charming. :)
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 9:15 am]: Silence Dogood - one of the first American media hoaxes? courtesy of noneother than Benjamin Franklin <a href="http://www.museumofhoaxes.com/hoax/archive/permalink/silence_dogood" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.museumofhoaxes.com/hoax/archive/permalink/silence_dogood</a>
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 9:43 am]: National Treasure remix" Dad, I need the Silence Dogood letters," <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iB3gDOAaJr0" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iB3gDOAaJr0</a>
Tal Shiar [July 14, 2014 - 12:22 pm]: [IMG]http://i62.tinypic.com/34p1b80.jpg[/IMG]
Tal Shiar [July 14, 2014 - 12:23 pm]: <a href="http://tinypic.com/r/34p1b80/8" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://tinypic.com/r/34p1b80/8</a>
Tal Shiar [July 14, 2014 - 12:23 pm]: Chem Trail?
ab [July 14, 2014 - 1:40 pm]: @PeterShea: I thought you came across well on Rollo's show. Made more sense and spoke with calm and clarity. A good Irish duo.
smj [July 14, 2014 - 3:00 pm]: the next time you go to the dcotor show them this--http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=leech
smj [July 14, 2014 - 3:02 pm]: i guess leeches were named after doctors. go figure.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:16 pm]: @smj: Do you mean doctors were named after leeches?  Five thousand years ago, Egyptian medics believed that letting a leech sip a sick patient's blood could help cure everything from fevers to flatulence.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:17 pm]: that's of course subject to scrutiny as far as true history is concerned
smj [July 14, 2014 - 3:27 pm]: no, i'm saying the online-etymology says we apparently decided to stop calling doctors leeches at some point in our history; but term stuck to the nasty worms. the etymology of the words doctor and indoctrinate are just as interesting.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:27 pm]: When it comes to reading about History...  how can we trust any history since most of us know about the cornucopia of fakery that is being presented to us as true and correct?
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 3:28 pm]: word of the day; inveigle. as fakeologists, we like to consider ourselves 'uninveiglable '. as tim reminds us though, it is the fool who thinks he can't be fooled, and I might add that 'tis also the fool who follows the fool.
smj [July 14, 2014 - 3:28 pm]: i'm just going by the official story which is of course bullshit.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:30 pm]: obi wan said that
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 3:33 pm]: @tim; thanks mate. no matter how close Skype appears to bring us though, you can't beat a sit-down face-to-face discussion amongst friends. that would be a different kettle of fish, eh? one bristling with life, truth and passion, I have no doubt.
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 3:34 pm]: and :favorite: aplenty, to be sure.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:34 pm]: Hey Peter - My Catholic given name name is Peter too.  I like listening to you talk.  My family emigrated to the states from Cork.  I found some of things you recommended last time I was on to be intriguing but hard to confirm as fact.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:36 pm]: How can you confirm anything actually?  When we are in the pool of deception and no media outlet is trustworthy?
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:37 pm]: Anything is possible.  All is speculation.  I would say thought that this site like a few others keep me sane.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:37 pm]: meant to say "though"
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 3:39 pm]: hey shady. if I can link you to anything I think may act as more of convincer in any particular case, I will, of course. we all have different paths and I, as you, can only follow my own.
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 3:40 pm]: not that I fully believe everything I say, but it is the best I can come up with, everything considered.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:40 pm]: ok - thanks - I'm just very confused sometimes when I read about history - your recommendations are helpful to me - thnk you very much
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 3:42 pm]: it is bunk. I happen to have come to believe that we were something very special indeed and we are deep in the process of getting back to where we once belonged.
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 3:42 pm]: very welcome, friend.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:43 pm]: I can't even talk to my family - they all think i'm crazy when I start talking about fakery
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 3:44 pm]: and you can't 'rise again' unless you've been 'crucified'.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:44 pm]: They believe all these kids are dying in cars when the windows are closed
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:45 pm]: <a href="http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/hot-cars-and-kids/death-hot-cars-facts-figures-prevention-n153776" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/hot-cars-and-kids/death-hot-cars-facts-figures-prevention-n153776</a>
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:46 pm]: are fucking kidding me "33" stories?
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:46 pm]: excuse my curse word
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 3:47 pm]: but you are crazy dude. you don't have the flock maintality so you necessarily become ostracised and labelled. it is a black is white world. they say you're crazy, the truth is the opposite.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:47 pm]: its hard though without human contact
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:48 pm]: like I have said before - I can't function if I don't visit this site or others like it
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 3:49 pm]: the last raw call you guys had was soo funny (genuinely)
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 3:49 pm]: did you catch the name of the lawyer in one such case? Maddox Kilgore (mad dogs kill-gore) for fuck sake! it is all theatre and I see this as a wake up call for humanity at large.
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 3:54 pm]: i know the felling, but hang on in there my friend. it is not an easy path, but it is a necessary one.
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 4:05 pm]: I know the feeling, as well as knowing the felling.
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 4:06 pm]: oh, what a felling, i am dancing on the selling.
Tal Shiar [July 14, 2014 - 4:07 pm]: @AB: SUGGESTION FOR YOUR SHOW:  Why don't you just do a show with randomly selected news articles and as a group we discuss it. It would be another way of deconstructing media stories. Especially since people are around the planet.
PeterShea [July 14, 2014 - 4:08 pm]: that's how we sing it in oirland.
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 4:10 pm]: what do you think about jungle's latest decon <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwrs4OKZCDo" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwrs4OKZCDo</a> ?
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 4:13 pm]: I think a show regarding the significance of numbers would be good
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 4:15 pm]: @Shady The way they use numbers - That's probably a bottomless pit:)
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 4:17 pm]: I've delved into the numbers but ended up more confused than ever!
Tal Shiar [July 14, 2014 - 4:17 pm]: @shay Pica: There was a show for that. What I am saying is we can pick random articles and try to prove its fakery? Maybe we might uncover something as a group.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 4:18 pm]: ok - I missed that sho - what is the episode #?
Tal Shiar [July 14, 2014 - 4:22 pm]: Ab would know . . .
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 4:25 pm]: @Carole Thomas: I know that's why I avoid drawing conclusions from them.  Though since there is much talk about numbers... why not clearly define what we think they mean
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 4:26 pm]: when we draw attwention to them
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 4:46 pm]: Hoi Polloi started a thread about it on Clues, Shady. have you seen that? lot of debate whether to go there or not. I think it might be a major distraction at a superficial level but a profound revelation if one can dig deept enough.
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 4:54 pm]: i think the numbers might be related to human anatomy and solar/lunar/precessional phenonema -
Tal Shiar [July 14, 2014 - 5:23 pm]: Carole, I agree with you! Anatomy and Astrology are linked. Our zodiac is responsible for how we record time, seasons, etc.
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 5:27 pm]: Yes, Tal. manly Hall said that the first occultistswere anatomists - they took the human body as a microcosm and extraploated to the sky and stars as a macrocosm
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:32 pm]: what do think of manly hall?
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:32 pm]: is he a real person?
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:34 pm]: what is an occultist?
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 5:35 pm]: Think so - you can listen to his recordings on Youtube and there are people alive today who met him. You can get his masterwork book for free online and take from it what you want. don't agree with everything he says but he did collect a lot of knowledge.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:36 pm]: I read one of his books
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:36 pm]: the secret destiny of america
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 5:37 pm]: i haven't read that one. just skim read his Secret Teaching of the Ages ( sth like that)
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:38 pm]: I think he is controlled opposition
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:38 pm]: not entirely but hes not giving away any big secrets just honing them
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:39 pm]: how eles would he get such lucarive publishing deals
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 5:40 pm]: i think the BIG Secret may be the Human Body/Universe parallel -the rest is window dressing and distraction
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:41 pm]: if we are to assume that the media, which undoubtedly has the highest power of control regarding the dissemination of information, then how can we trust any book regarding the so-called truth about things?
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 5:41 pm]: For example, we don't know how much of history is invention because so much "history" is based on textual sources and texts can only be interpreted and some might be forgeries.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:42 pm]: history is written by the winners - this I believe wholeheartedly
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 5:43 pm]: Exactly my POV Shady. But they do let some knowledge through.
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 5:45 pm]: Exactly it is written by the winners and they love to invent godmen to cover themselves in glory.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:45 pm]: my point is that often, I see people referring to history as supporting evidence for their arguments, yet all history is subject to question so I see no weight in any citation of it.  Where I think ther real evidence lies in in fakery which can be proven if you know the tiniest bit about it
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:46 pm]: for example, ab had a radio show about the possibility of fake submarines
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:46 pm]: I did a quick internet search and found a fake pic of a submarine convoy
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 5:47 pm]: Yes, fakery can be detected in texts but that still doesn't tell us what the truth is.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:47 pm]: you could see it was fake - just by putting it into photoshop
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 5:48 pm]: i am still awestruck by the sheer volume of the fakery8o
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:48 pm]: truth is singular and it is only revealed to those who are true - I trust only my experience - not what is written on he internet
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:49 pm]: I am powerless over certain things - those things I do try to avoid but we nmay never know the truth about anything until we experience it
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 5:49 pm]: I think we are being weened off trusting our own experience - a child can see the emperor is naked
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 5:50 pm]: But it is in the interest of the socially- adapted grown-up to see the fake clothes8)
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:52 pm]: not sure I follow that - I believe al that we have is our own experience  -I believe, as hobbes did, that human nature is selfish brutish and short - I unfortunately believe that if we got rid of our fear the world would be a better place
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:53 pm]: all is driven by fear the strongest emotion known to mankind,
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:53 pm]: fear
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:53 pm]: that's all we see on tv
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:53 pm]: all we hear in the news
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:53 pm]: all we hear in general
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:54 pm]: egos enlarged
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:54 pm]: they play on the ego
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 5:55 pm]: We are conditioned to outsource our direct experience to corporations such as the TV, newspapers etc. we don't trust our own experience any more. You say you sympathize with Hobbes - but isn't that the kind of Weltbild that the media are promoting ( lots of crime etc)
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:56 pm]: I am going by personal experience when I cite hobbes
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 5:56 pm]: All the people I know seem to be nice, pleasant folk, but if you believe the newspapers etc we are all a bunch of Hobbesians:)
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 5:58 pm]: OK - there is one psychopath I used to know - psychopaths mustn't be forgotten!
Tal Shiar [July 14, 2014 - 5:58 pm]: I agree with your statement as well, Carole !
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:58 pm]: you haven't been to new York - and even in the country area i live - people take care of themselves before they even think about commiting a selfless act
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:58 pm]: that is my experience
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:59 pm]: i remember after 911 when i wanted to help and volunteer
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 5:59 pm]: Sometimes psychopaths band together and if you are unlucky you come upon a nest of them.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 5:59 pm]: nearly no one care d they just went about their business and hoped we bombed the shit out of the muslims wherever they were
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:00 pm]: And sometimes people are just plain brutalized by their environments and become so-called secondary psychopaths.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:00 pm]: everyone one i know thinks i am crazy and they are more concerned with their own personal lives than finding the truth
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:01 pm]: i would say at least 70 people - 35 are family members
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:01 pm]: Sounds a lot like my environment ( except they are nice and pleasant about it)
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:03 pm]: people are selfish - it is a fact - even on this site you can see who is more concerned with ego than truth or just plain hospitality - though this site has more than usual "entities" i would consider "good" base ion theier comments
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:03 pm]: i don't confide in many people because I don't want them to think I'm crazy but things slip out sometimes.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:04 pm]: so if that "sounds like" your "environment" how can you say people are not generally selfish?  Just because they are selfish doesn't mean they are not cordial and personable.
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:04 pm]: i think the people here all have a passion toknow the truth but we are all human after all and sometimes our feelings get the better of us.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:05 pm]: there are many areas of selfishness and i think its unselfish to be on this site if you are trying to find the truth about fakery/media/etc.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:06 pm]: I've seen your posts before and think you are a good person according to your computer entity
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:07 pm]: my point is that EVERYONE should be here chatting with us but they are too concerned with their newest gadget or accomplishment that the rigged system deserves a blind eye
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:08 pm]: I'm as good or bad as anyone but I know I am a bit obssessed about finding the truth and it's greaat to have a site like this where you can find like-minded people who are real
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:09 pm]: the 911 hoax is a "big fucking deal".. to quote the dumb Irsih actor Joe Biden
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:09 pm]: i get your frustration- I don't understand why it isn't easier to talk about these things with friends and family
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:10 pm]: i know - you think it would be easier but its actually harder and very frustrationg
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:11 pm]: i didn't truly "get" 911 until I had the combination of. September Clues, Vicsim report and evidence that someone I knew was a psychopath. Then it all came together for me.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:12 pm]: once you open your mind and think rationally, you can see that the footage was fake
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:13 pm]: I try not to talk about it too much now but now and again I can't stop myself!
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:15 pm]: Yes you can see it but something inside of you must be open to it - you can't force it upon anyone else. That would be like trying to forcibly rob them of their waking-up experience, a) it doesn't work,b) they might not want to have anything to do with you any more
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:15 pm]: I don't think the vicsim report is  entirely conclusive but has strong evidence that many if not all of the victims were fake people.  I didn't see a breakdown of every last victim showing they were not real people.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:16 pm]: i am also not saying that it is not possible that the victims were faked.  If they were all faked, there would have to have been many agents that were amongst the living as actors.
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:17 pm]: on Clues Critical. Mass has put together some animated gifs showing the use of identical pics in different settings - very cool
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:17 pm]: i saw tem but it doesn't account for the supposed 3000
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:18 pm]: what i believe today is that the number was exaggerated - i may believe tomorrow that there were no ral people but i knew at least one that was a real person
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:19 pm]: How is Hoi to accomplish all that?
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:19 pm]: he may have been an agnet but i doubt it based on my personal experience
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:19 pm]: accomplish all what?  look at the interent and draw conclusions and put them in a pdf?
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:20 pm]: i would say he is an intelligent man drawing logical conclusions
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:20 pm]: The SC/ Fakeologist explanation for 9/11 is the Occam's Razor version currently.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:21 pm]: what does Occam mean?
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:21 pm]: razor?
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:21 pm]: maybe that's a job for you,Shady?
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:21 pm]: i don't follow blanket statements about anything
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:21 pm]: i think for myself
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:22 pm]: what do you mean?
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:23 pm]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occam&#039;s_razor" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occam&#039;s_razor</a> - basically it's the most simple and elegant solution without needing overly complicated explanations
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:24 pm]: I mean mayve you should look into the reported victims and draw your own conclusions
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:24 pm]: doesn't that sort of defeat the purpose for finding truth?  isn't true philosophy a never-ending question?
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:26 pm]: occam's Razor is just a tool. EG on my way to work I slip and fall. Why?
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:27 pm]: Reason 1 : Aleines were waiting for me in a spaceship and when I left my flat they sent a knock-out beam from their craft which sent me flying.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:27 pm]: I think you limit yourself when you start saying "ok this is what we say happened (even though we really only have logic to back it).  Nevertheless I guess it it is reasonable to use it as a tool when you are only dealing with the internet.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:27 pm]: ok - i see your point
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:27 pm]: Reason 2: It's winter and I slipped on the ice.
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:28 pm]: both explanations are possible but the second one meets Occam's Razor as it does not include any unnecessary complications.
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:35 pm]: Right, you avoid cognitive dissonance with this tool.  is that correct?
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:36 pm]: For example, if you have been following one train of thought about what happened about something then anything that is mentioned that doesn't meet the razor,then it is discarded?
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:37 pm]: To some extent. I tend to use it retrospectively usually after I have been down a number of rabbit holes:-)
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:38 pm]: Must sign off now as I need my beauty sleep:-) Good night/morning fakeologists!
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:39 pm]: i hear you
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:39 pm]: Was great talking to you, Shady:-)
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:39 pm]: be well
Shady Pica [July 14, 2014 - 6:39 pm]: you too
Carole Thomas [July 14, 2014 - 6:39 pm]: peace!
ab [July 14, 2014 - 9:17 pm]: @Tal Shiar: sounds interesting. do you have a suggestion?
Videre Licet [July 14, 2014 - 10:08 pm]: @ab: he suggested to me today that we discuss more current events.  In doing so we would attract more people to the site as the new researchers would have an easier time finding us.
Videre Licet [July 14, 2014 - 10:09 pm]: @ab: ie. the Irish invasion we experienced last month.
Tom-Dalpra [July 14, 2014 - 10:15 pm]: ''Egypt proposes Israel-Gaza cease fire'' - it's  got some fuckin good ideas that Egypt,.
Tom-Dalpra [July 14, 2014 - 10:16 pm]: yeh, current affairs would be amoosing
Tom-Dalpra [July 14, 2014 - 10:16 pm]: the time is right for some real satire
Tom-Dalpra [July 14, 2014 - 10:19 pm]: to be fair Ab's always posting current affairs
Jan Erik Hansen [July 14, 2014 - 10:57 pm]: <a href="http://persona.askdefinebeta.com/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://persona.askdefinebeta.com/</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 14, 2014 - 10:59 pm]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mask" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mask</a>
Videre Licet [July 14, 2014 - 11:03 pm]: Same story -- 2 years apart:  <a href="http://www.myfoxny.com/story/19432643/party-bus-accident-in-fort-lee" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.myfoxny.com/story/19432643/party-bus-accident-in-fort-lee</a>  <a href="http://ktla.com/2014/07/13/teen-killed-after-hitting-405-freeway-bridge-while-standing-up-on-double-decker-bus-is-idd/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://ktla.com/2014/07/13/teen-killed-after-hitting-405-freeway-bridge-while-standing-up-on-double-decker-bus-is-idd/</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 14, 2014 - 11:06 pm]: The Town of Allopath  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vIhNyX3pRrk" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vIhNyX3pRrk</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 14, 2014 - 11:07 pm]: @Videre Licet:  Are U OK ? Nice to hear U on saturady ! :-D
Jan Erik Hansen [July 14, 2014 - 11:13 pm]: @Videre Licet:  :D
Jan Erik Hansen [July 14, 2014 - 11:19 pm]: persona (â€˜death mask) also known as person is a type of corporation granted to each man and woman who willingly â€˜dies to sinâ€™, undergoes the â€œsalvage of baptismâ€� and is reborn into the world of mundus (purgatory or underworld). While the man or woman is not entitled to any inherit rights or privileges because of Peccatum Originale (â€˜original sinâ€™)
Videre Licet [July 14, 2014 - 11:29 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: I am doing well.  Thanks Jan. :o)
Jan Erik Hansen [July 14, 2014 - 11:51 pm]: Aldous Huxley &gt; Quotes &gt; Quotable Quote

Aldous Huxley â€œA really efficient totalitarian state would be one in which the all-powerful executive of political bosses and their army of managers control a population of slaves who do not have to be coerced, because they love their servitude.â€�http://www.goodreads.com/quotes/85016-a-really-efficient-totalitarian-state-would-be-one-in-which
Jan Erik Hansen [July 14, 2014 - 11:53 pm]: <a href="http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article31319.htm" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article31319.htm</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 14, 2014 - 11:58 pm]: <a href="http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article31319.htm" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article31319.htm</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 14, 2014 - 11:58 pm]: Aldous Huxley Control Humans    <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x9cbOLKkxzs" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x9cbOLKkxzs</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 15, 2014 - 12:05 am]: Happy Dystopian Enslavement - 'Brave New World' Aldous Huxley [TruthFrequency Chris Geo] NwoSatire  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZU7cg7Xtx9Y" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZU7cg7Xtx9Y</a>
jimbo [July 15, 2014 - 12:32 am]: Interesting quote I was looking for. "We'll know our disinformation program is complete when everything the American public believes is false."
--- William Casey, Director CIA (Quote from internal staff meeting notes 1981)
Carole Thomas [July 15, 2014 - 1:37 am]: The Beast - propaganda made in the USA <a href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2692236/Hit-radio-song-Central-America-commissioned-U-S-government-secretly-discourage-immigrants-crossing-border.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2692236/Hit-radio-song-Central-America-commissioned-U-S-government-secretly-discourage-immigrants-crossing-border.html</a>
ab [July 15, 2014 - 5:22 am]: @Videre Licet: Johnny does a lot of current analysis in the forums. He did a good job on the Texas 6 that everyone should check
ab [July 15, 2014 - 5:32 am]: <a href="http://s4.fakeologist.com" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://s4.fakeologist.com</a> a temporary stream
Tal Shiar [July 15, 2014 - 10:32 am]: Great post Carole!
Tal Shiar [July 15, 2014 - 11:23 am]: Why are there so many stories about all these parents leaving their child in the car?    <a href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2692477/Shoppers-smash-windows-hot-car-Texas-save-kids-mom-got-hair-cut.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2692477/Shoppers-smash-windows-hot-car-Texas-save-kids-mom-got-hair-cut.html</a>
Shady Pica [July 15, 2014 - 2:22 pm]: @Tal Shiar: I think the stories serve the same purpose as the shootings stories in that they are to be used as supporting evidence for more state control over children. They are psyops too of course.
Shady Pica [July 15, 2014 - 2:24 pm]: We are being terrorized by the child stories. What is more terrifying to think of a child dying in such a way ?
Shady Pica [July 15, 2014 - 2:26 pm]: I just had a drill in my building and they wanted everyone to walk down. 5 flights of fire escape stairs. People are so scared here.
Shady Pica [July 15, 2014 - 2:27 pm]: Never had a fire drill like that before. Usually you just stand around and talk about where the fire exits are. Annoying
Shady Pica [July 15, 2014 - 2:29 pm]: I don't like being conditioned (especially when I know about it);)
dinska [July 15, 2014 - 3:14 pm]: Are you guys aware of this:
dinska [July 15, 2014 - 3:14 pm]: <a href="https://twitter.com/congressedits" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://twitter.com/congressedits</a>
dinska [July 15, 2014 - 3:15 pm]: The edits have a real theme.
dinska [July 15, 2014 - 3:15 pm]: Take conclusions whereever you want.
dinska [July 15, 2014 - 3:36 pm]: I think someone is enjoying giving the public the runaround among other things
Tal Shiar [July 15, 2014 - 5:01 pm]: Shady Pica: where are you in the world?
Tal Shiar [July 15, 2014 - 5:02 pm]: dinska: Are you thinking that the edits are being done to the things that might be the next psyops?
Shady Pica [July 15, 2014 - 6:00 pm]: @Tal Shiar: nyc
columjaddica [July 15, 2014 - 6:21 pm]: ab, I finally took your advice and set up a feed reader. Went with Tiny Tiny RSS because their development seems most active. It will be nice to get all of my news in one place and fewer things will pass by unnoticed. I added the main feed, forum and comments from here (it was always hard to keep up with comments)
ab [July 15, 2014 - 9:26 pm]: @columjaddica: it's the only way. I use feedly since my android app needs it.
Videre Licet [July 15, 2014 - 10:31 pm]: @ab: See if you're not affected.   Interesting link on Media Manipulation:  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pfo5gPG72KM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pfo5gPG72KM</a>
JohnnyClues [July 16, 2014 - 12:01 am]: AstroNOT  Buzz "Doctor Rendez-Vous" Aldrin Interview -  JULY 2014 PART 1  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkI4aPabWS0" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkI4aPabWS0</a>
Tal Shiar [July 16, 2014 - 11:26 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjOxNiHUsZw#t=83" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjOxNiHUsZw#t=83</a>
Tal Shiar [July 16, 2014 - 11:30 am]: Facebook has an issue with that link . .
Shady Pica [July 16, 2014 - 1:09 pm]: <a href="http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKBN0FI04420140716?irpc=932" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKBN0FI04420140716?irpc=932</a>
Shady Pica [July 16, 2014 - 1:09 pm]: two boys aged 10 and the others 9 and 11
aralsea [July 16, 2014 - 1:57 pm]: Watch the Smog Monster go right through the building just like 9/11 video fakery @45 sec <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QnROEX-M-zM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QnROEX-M-zM</a>
Tal Shiar [July 16, 2014 - 2:07 pm]: <a href="http://worldtruth.tv/amazon-fire-tv-monitors-and-records-your-conversations-2/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://worldtruth.tv/amazon-fire-tv-monitors-and-records-your-conversations-2/</a>
Tal Shiar [July 16, 2014 - 4:32 pm]: <a href="http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/10000-year-old-rock-paintings-depicting-aliens-and-UFOs-found-in-Chhattisgarh/articleshow/38435091.cms" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/10000-year-old-rock-paintings-depicting-aliens-and-UFOs-found-in-Chhattisgarh/articleshow/38435091.cms</a>
derealium [July 16, 2014 - 7:41 pm]: or Sanjay drew them yesterday
derealium [July 16, 2014 - 7:45 pm]: youtube is full of witch-hunters and ghostbusters. I don't think there are really that many 'shills', just people with big egos who think they 'know'.   <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xG5IqdV-YeM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xG5IqdV-YeM</a>
derealium [July 16, 2014 - 8:50 pm]: either way you're pressin' and I can't keep from obsessin'. yeah! yeah? yeah! yeah?  moonbats think that the lunar module spits out sparkly rainbows.
Hoi Polloi [July 17, 2014 - 3:48 am]: I dunno. YouTube is pretty full of shills.
Videre Licet [July 17, 2014 - 9:35 am]: @Hoi Polloi: it's their stage.
Videre Licet [July 17, 2014 - 11:19 am]: @PeterShea: it very well could be that the "grey ball"  was a prefabrication or that it wasn't.   Let's look at what we as a group gain from drawing attention to it...  those  that aren't awake may take notice of it and do further research to find their way here.  Excluding it from our research eliminates an important stepping stone to the fakery.  Examining its purpose whether real or fake,
Videre Licet [July 17, 2014 - 11:23 am]: I think is worth our effort.  Just an opinion...  :D
Videre Licet [July 17, 2014 - 11:34 am]: <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wF74zTLjNg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wF74zTLjNg</a>
Shady Pica [July 17, 2014 - 2:33 pm]: @Videre Licet: the ball looks like it's layered in and I think it's just sloppy editing. You found it on YouTube and it's "Rare video" never shown on news?  Did you ever see the one with the mysterious white plane hovering alongside the tower?  If it was done purposely I would say it is a diversion. I don't think any real footage was released to the public.
Shady Pica [July 17, 2014 - 2:51 pm]: I think September clues has shown that what we saw on TV was fake, no?  And it is quite obvious to me after watching the videos issued on the news sites and national geographic channel that the footage was fake. You don't even have to watch September clues to come to that conclusion. So why would you focus on mysterious grey ball?  There are dozens of manipulated twin tower videos on the web.
Shady Pica [July 17, 2014 - 2:53 pm]: Oh and I don't think it's missile since they move much faster than the ball in the video.
Banazir Galbasi [July 17, 2014 - 4:43 pm]: Another day, another plane crash: <a href="http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/malaysia-airlines-flight-mh17-reportedly-shot-down-near-ukraine-russia-border-1.2709881" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/malaysia-airlines-flight-mh17-reportedly-shot-down-near-ukraine-russia-border-1.2709881</a>
Shady Pica [July 17, 2014 - 4:48 pm]: Flight levels 32000 and 33000?
Shady Pica [July 17, 2014 - 4:51 pm]: Is this Russia's boogeymen doing the shooting so they take back the Ukraine?
Shady Pica [July 17, 2014 - 4:57 pm]: The smoke in first video should be darker, no?  Especially if something is burning.
Tom-Dalpra [July 17, 2014 - 5:10 pm]: isn't it lovely to have a bullshit Malaysian Plane story other than MH370 to talk about? MH 17. What a breath of fresh air.
smj [July 17, 2014 - 5:14 pm]: nasa's first boss' show biz resume goes all the way back to the vitaphone. the feckin vitaphone.   <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mdQT0AyZ20U" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mdQT0AyZ20U</a>
smj [July 17, 2014 - 5:15 pm]: he had the first engineering department in hollywood.
Videre Licet [July 17, 2014 - 6:37 pm]: @Shady Pica: not focusing... never did research it.. just looking at it now.  I didn't see the material where they discounted it and was interested in seeing the magic trick and understand its purpose or theorized purpose.8o
dinska [July 17, 2014 - 7:13 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: You gave me my first laugh of the day. No matter what level the fakery is on, it's a sad day for slavs. Everyone is furious at each other.
Tom-Dalpra [July 17, 2014 - 8:47 pm]: Netherlands 154
Malaysia 43
Australia 27
Indonesia 12
United Kingdom 9
Germany 4
Belgium 4
Philippines 3
Canada 1
Unverified 41
Tom-Dalpra [July 17, 2014 - 8:50 pm]: Is it still the World Cup?
Banazir Galbasi [July 17, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: s2.fakeologist.com starting very soon... contact banazir2980 on Skype...
jimbo [July 17, 2014 - 11:17 pm]: It sure is good not to be trapped int the Right/Left paradigm/dichotomy anymore. Less drama and less stress. If only my close friends weren't still trapped there. Who needs all that protagonist/antagonist narrative media propaganda in socio, economic, and political spheres? Not the hell me. Fo sho!
Banazir Galbasi [July 18, 2014 - 1:19 am]: Thanks for listening, both of you.
Videre Licet [July 18, 2014 - 3:07 am]: @Tom-Dalpra: MH 17 = 11
Tom-Dalpra [July 18, 2014 - 7:34 am]: @Videre Licet: well yes - 38 reduces to that. Not that I needed to do that sum to find out if this thing looked contrived!
Tom-Dalpra [July 18, 2014 - 7:36 am]: contrived - 65 = 11 - fuck me we've rumbled 'em
Tom-Dalpra [July 18, 2014 - 7:36 am]: And I'm JOKING to the casual observer
Tom-Dalpra [July 18, 2014 - 7:38 am]: Joking =48 = 12 = 12 disciples, 12 days of Christmas
Tom-Dalpra [July 18, 2014 - 7:40 am]: MH 370 -MH17 - IT MIGHT AS WELL BE A LANGUAGE OF IT'S OWN
rgos [July 18, 2014 - 8:03 am]: "Is it still the World Cup?" Looks like we are winning this one, Tom.
ab [July 18, 2014 - 8:40 am]: @Banazir Galbasi: looks like you had up to 7 streamers that's cool considering you don't advertise or send out email alerts
smj [July 18, 2014 - 9:53 am]: here's a couple stories from the wp's style section a few years ago. they're about a pretty lucky penney.  <a href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/f-16-pilot-was-ready-to-give-her-life-on-sept-11/2011/09/06/gIQAMpcODK_story.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/f-16-pilot-was-ready-to-give-her-life-on-sept-11/2011/09/06/gIQAMpcODK_story.html</a>                <a href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/f-16-pilot-was-ready-to-down-plane-her-father-piloted-on-911/2011/09/13/gIQAHasoSK_story.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/f-16-pilot-was-ready-to-down-plane-her-father-piloted-on-911/2011/09/13/gIQAHasoSK_story.html</a>
Tal Shiar [July 18, 2014 - 11:10 am]: "Go back to sleep America, your government has everything under control and would never lie to you." Best line I heard all week  ..  .
Tal Shiar [July 18, 2014 - 1:56 pm]: <a href="http://izvestia.ru/news/574038" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://izvestia.ru/news/574038</a>
Videre Licet [July 18, 2014 - 5:06 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: lol:D
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 6:46 pm]: July 17, 1996. TWA Flight 800   <a href="http://cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=29&#038;t=1715&#038;hilit=twa+800" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=29&#038;t=1715&#038;hilit=twa+800</a>    looking like a good date to be on the no-fly list. :)
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 6:51 pm]: MH17 took departed at 10:15GMT on July 16th...777, and was at a height of 33,000ft or 10k meters BBC tells us. maybe MH3x70 was a trial run for MH17. like the 1996 TWA 800 was for 911.  <a href="http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-28357880" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-28357880</a>
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 7:01 pm]: nice brainstorm rant from a "patriot" awoken to fakery by Robbie Parker. proof that many more people see it for what it is. <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QDT2s6L4OG8" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QDT2s6L4OG8</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 18, 2014 - 7:14 pm]: @derealium:  He has  a he  good heart ! But what is patriotism ?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 18, 2014 - 7:17 pm]: Pleding obedience to this : <a href="https://www.google.no/search?q=beic+flag&#038;espv=2&#038;source=lnms&#038;tbm=isch&#038;sa=X&#038;ei=t6rJU-qtJojOygPm4IGgAw&#038;sqi=2&#038;ved=0CAYQ_AUoAQ&#038;biw=1280&#038;bih=694" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.google.no/search?q=beic+flag&#038;espv=2&#038;source=lnms&#038;tbm=isch&#038;sa=X&#038;ei=t6rJU-qtJojOygPm4IGgAw&#038;sqi=2&#038;ved=0CAYQ_AUoAQ&#038;biw=1280&#038;bih=694</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 18, 2014 - 7:23 pm]: <a href="http://www.royalmunsterfusiliers.org/d3eicmil.htm" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.royalmunsterfusiliers.org/d3eicmil.htm</a>
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 7:35 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen:  I'd say he's a former patriot at this point. changed his youtube name from ExtremePatriot1 to EXP1.  It hurts when you find out that flag is full of shit. lol
Jan Erik Hansen [July 18, 2014 - 7:36 pm]: <a href="http://www.historytoday.com/huw-v-bowen/treaty-regulating-trade-between-english-and-dutch-east-india-companies" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.historytoday.com/huw-v-bowen/treaty-regulating-trade-between-english-and-dutch-east-india-companies</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 18, 2014 - 7:37 pm]: @derealium:  Yes i know ! have been on to his vids for a long time !
Jan Erik Hansen [July 18, 2014 - 7:43 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WBRjU9P5eo" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WBRjU9P5eo</a>
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 7:45 pm]: Schmug Bernard Shaw.  Hey Jan, have you followed this guy?  Mac Thirteen..used to be Mr. MacCleery?
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 7:47 pm]: He has some interesting points, but surely from a masonic POV. This vid pissed me off, trying to justify the clampdown on the sheepies.   <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PU1ZWhKtfsI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PU1ZWhKtfsI</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 18, 2014 - 7:47 pm]: NOPE ! Dont folow anybody but my MIND ! Dont need to folow ! Think beeing autodidactic voids that. :-D
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 7:48 pm]: I didn't mean "follow" as in agree with it, just as in watching them, like as you said you've seen EXP1's vids
Jan Erik Hansen [July 18, 2014 - 7:49 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3qkf3bajd4&#038;list=PLL73hv3nmPrVD23BKAIkeKTHHff2fVyor" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3qkf3bajd4&#038;list=PLL73hv3nmPrVD23BKAIkeKTHHff2fVyor</a>
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 7:51 pm]: Yuri Brezenov posted by MacThirteen on July 8th.  Shenanigans! ;)  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33ztIe9_nNA" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33ztIe9_nNA</a>
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 7:52 pm]: Interesting site, that "historytoday.com"
Jan Erik Hansen [July 18, 2014 - 7:54 pm]: This world is so interesting behind the fiction !
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 7:57 pm]: So, do you think that characters like Manly P Hall, Pike, and Santos Bonacci are correct in their assertions about the origins of religion and their basic philosophy?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 18, 2014 - 8:00 pm]: @derealium:  Its some truth to it yes.
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 8:03 pm]: I think so too, but I'm mainly wavering on the subject but it's the most interesting to me right now.  either way, I think whatever 'truth' their followers have should not be hidden and surely seems to be used for the worse.
Banazir Galbasi [July 18, 2014 - 8:20 pm]: Ideological Subversion: Interesting guy this Yuri Bryzgenov [sp?] <a href="https://m.youtube.com/#/watch?v=vLqHv0xgOlc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://m.youtube.com/#/watch?v=vLqHv0xgOlc</a> (disregard the video title)
Banazir Galbasi [July 18, 2014 - 8:21 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/#/watch?v=vLqHv0xgOlc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/#/watch?v=vLqHv0xgOlc</a> www version
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 8:26 pm]: both takes me to youtube homepage @Banazir Galbasi:    but the youtube links that me and Jan posted are both from Yuri Brzsinski
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 8:29 pm]: Or from snakeypie, Mika
Videre Licet [July 18, 2014 - 8:31 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: 8oIdeological Subversion8o
Videre Licet [July 18, 2014 - 8:32 pm]: 85% Ideological Subversion
Videre Licet [July 18, 2014 - 8:33 pm]: only 15% epionage
Jan Erik Hansen [July 18, 2014 - 8:36 pm]: @derealium:  Its so obfuscucated so it is hard to be shure !
Banazir Galbasi [July 18, 2014 - 8:42 pm]: hi guys! Jan, call me. :P derealium do the links not work?  i took your lead yes, its another video about him.
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 8:42 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: that's how I know you're the man, you can't paint me a last supper.  lol
Videre Licet [July 18, 2014 - 8:42 pm]: try:<a href="https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=+Yuri+Bryzgenov+" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=+Yuri+Bryzgenov+</a>
Videre Licet [July 18, 2014 - 8:43 pm]: oops!  this one:  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLqHv0xgOlc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLqHv0xgOlc</a>
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 8:43 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: I clicked your links and they took me to youtube homepage. that's all
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 8:46 pm]: Yura &gt; Yuri, but hey, I love Free South Korea.  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IIvjxcueBs" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IIvjxcueBs</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 18, 2014 - 8:54 pm]: how do you guys feel about australians?
Rollo [July 18, 2014 - 8:55 pm]: heh...dont trust them Aussie mo-fo's.....you're a funny guy ban...just listening to Db19 as we speak
Banazir Galbasi [July 18, 2014 - 8:56 pm]: All i know is they make great talk show hosts.
Rollo [July 18, 2014 - 8:56 pm]: GFY
Rollo [July 18, 2014 - 8:59 pm]: Mh17 is fascinating.....Did you see the passport video...i saw the black and charred mess ...but they had all these passports that were not even singed or ripped or torn in anyway...actually looked like they were brand new and not even used ....like a dog eared book.....
Banazir Galbasi [July 18, 2014 - 9:04 pm]: Link? I forgot to mention Hobbles, the gimpy policeman walking away from the scene in one of the vids. Its in the Texas thread.
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 9:12 pm]: I herd Adam Curry mention the spotless Dutch passports after he talked about Israeli moonbases.  #every1died
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 9:16 pm]: It's true that I was watching Yuri and Yura for the past 20 minutes, and i've concluded that Yura &gt; Yuri
Rollo [July 18, 2014 - 9:16 pm]: The footage reminded me of Shanksville all over....no bodies or arms legs heads luggage seats...a few blurred spots.....a plane shot outa the sky @ 30,000 feets lands and makes a fire in one spot.....no wings......this has all the hallmarks of the re-ignition of that dastardly War on Terror
ab [July 18, 2014 - 9:17 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: 3/4 through podcast. great show. @Johnnyclues great analysis. I know you spent many hours on the Texas 6 well done. Audio helps.
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 9:20 pm]: 33000feet, but of course the English system was built this was so that 33000 ft = 10km. Also the 360d circle, and those angles dominate every shape. Was that before or after the English system of measurement?
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 9:24 pm]: Wait, does anyone use feet other than the US?  lmao
Rollo [July 18, 2014 - 9:24 pm]: Anyway Im watching Texas Rangers sticking it to Toronto Blue Jays in the Baseball on ESPN as we speak.....thats way more fun.....
Rollo [July 18, 2014 - 9:26 pm]: Im hoping the BJ's being down 5 -1 top of  8 will come back to win :).....cheers Bye for now
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 9:28 pm]: Toronto BlueBirds and the Expos problem has always been that they clock their prospects pitchers in KiloMeters/Day
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 9:30 pm]: Johnny!
Banazir Galbasi [July 18, 2014 - 10:08 pm]: hey zach, check yer skype ;)
Rollo [July 18, 2014 - 10:08 pm]: Texas win.....Hey I still Love Canadians.....&amp; remember mh17 they're telling us was a Boeing 777......."777" is my new number of the Fake Media Beast...Fuck those Lying A$$holes
freetofindtruth [July 18, 2014 - 10:14 pm]: My girlfriend has computer so cannot check Skype yet.
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 10:19 pm]: Did the Montreal Exposays become the DC Natinols?  Yes. Larry Walker too.     Dave J still makes more sense than Junglesurfer.   <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hw6DLLrV0OI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hw6DLLrV0OI</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 18, 2014 - 10:20 pm]: so in other words she's really got your number! :P
Banazir Galbasi [July 18, 2014 - 10:21 pm]: Hey khammad! Have you checked your skype too?
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 10:29 pm]: noplane nobrain
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 10:32 pm]: no pain no gain. 911 is dead and gone, never to be exposed or corrected, better just move your kids to South Korea.
derealium [July 18, 2014 - 11:18 pm]: 5s, 7s, and 8s have been added to the occult numbers, btw, just fyi
Carole Thomas [July 19, 2014 - 5:31 am]: crazy conspiracies:) <a href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2697293/From-CIA-assassination-cock-nefarious-Illuminati-involvement-The-MH17-conspiracy-theories-doing-internet-rounds.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2697293/From-CIA-assassination-cock-nefarious-Illuminati-involvement-The-MH17-conspiracy-theories-doing-internet-rounds.html</a>
Carys [July 19, 2014 - 12:44 pm]: "Flight MH17 and the New World Disorder" - from todayâ€™s Telegraph: <a href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/10976498/Flight-MH17-and-the-new-world-disorder.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/10976498/Flight-MH17-and-the-new-world-disorder.html</a>
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 2:06 pm]: OMG.....MH17 hoax getting in the way of the AIDS hoax.....<a href="http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/six-mh17-passengers-were-bound-for-melbourne-aids-conference/story-fni0fiyv-1226994175207?nk=29d0576197aa6e2039565ef6a50235c1" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/six-mh17-passengers-were-bound-for-melbourne-aids-conference/story-fni0fiyv-1226994175207?nk=29d0576197aa6e2039565ef6a50235c1</a>
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 2:23 pm]: Alex Jones must be Creaming his pants...I dont listen to that NWDO(ht Carys) Mother Fucker anymore.....AB I hope you and SS do a radio show regarding this MH17 Bullshit story
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 5:07 pm]: I literally have trouble believing there is ANYBODY that believes anything about this MH17 story. But it appears a good portion of people do believe the story, on one side or the other. Looking forward to the show tonight, please stay on topic :P
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 5:09 pm]: I just think people would eventually learn something about how we get involved in wars and how it'
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 5:10 pm]: how it's always proven to be bullshit. But it seems you only have to have a few years to cool down and then the public is ready to believe all over again
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 5:10 pm]: Although I don't think this is the the big trigger for us to get involved heavily but I bet there's more to come
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 6:00 pm]: I feel like sitting down and watching the Superbowl commercials again to see if the meaning of all the symbols has become more clear. Although the Half-time show with Bruno Mars (God of War) and PREPARE was pretty obvious to begin with
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 6:22 pm]: Is there somebody that reads Dutch that wants to comment on this story and the reputation of this newspaper? <a href="http://www.spitsnieuws.nl/archives/buitenland/2014/07/nederland-en-vs-bereiden-invasie-voor" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.spitsnieuws.nl/archives/buitenland/2014/07/nederland-en-vs-bereiden-invasie-voor</a>
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 6:23 pm]: It apparently talks in some way about NATO securing the "crash site" with troops and air support. I don't know of any other articles claiming something like this (if that's even what it says), but they have been hyping up the lack of security of the "crash site"
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 6:25 pm]: Russian sources said the crash site had large quantities of blood serum and medicine, along with bodies in advanced states of decomposition. I can only hope we get our first zombie apocalypse hoax out of this.
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 6:26 pm]: haha!
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 6:26 pm]: advanced state of decomposition?
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 6:26 pm]: How was your flight? ''Rotten''
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 6:40 pm]: That freaks me out whenever I search Dutch sites and read "Nederland" because I live in Nederland, Colorado. But we're at 8,000ft (so much for low lands). Nederland is a very strange town, for example we have on display in the center of town a steam shovel that was used to build the Panama Canal. I also worked for a man that emigrated from the Netherlands to Holland, Ohio. It always made me lau
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 6:45 pm]: @Tom: Actually, it was "rebel sources", not russian. Although, what's the difference, amirite??? I thought that story was to give evidence for the theory that this IS MH370, with the dead on-board, remote controlled over rebel territory to be shot down. I think we know there doesn't have to be an airplane at all, but people were obviously going to think that, it's one of the rabbit-holes buil
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 6:48 pm]: Yes, I'm drunk right now.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 19, 2014 - 6:51 pm]: <a href="http://undertheradarmedia.wordpress.com/tag/society/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://undertheradarmedia.wordpress.com/tag/society/</a>
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 6:54 pm]: AB, there's a difference between where the chat says you ran out of characters and where it actually does. It runs out a few characters too soon :P
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 6:57 pm]: Just dont mess with number 3, eh Rollo? <a href="http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/films/news/malaysia-airlines-flight-mh17-crash-die-hard-2-pulled-from-film-4-tonight-in-wake-of-news-9613241.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/films/news/malaysia-airlines-flight-mh17-crash-die-hard-2-pulled-from-film-4-tonight-in-wake-of-news-9613241.html</a> Amazing how many Die Hard scenes have come to life.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 19, 2014 - 6:57 pm]: Brave New World (1998)  <a href="http://vimeo.com/45675847" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://vimeo.com/45675847</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 19, 2014 - 7:04 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi:  the film from 1998 is GOOD ! <a href="http://vimeo.com/45675847" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://vimeo.com/45675847</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 19, 2014 - 7:07 pm]: Consumer Society

â€œMost of oneâ€™s life is one prolonged effort to prevent oneself from thinking. People intoxicate themselves with work so they wonâ€™t see how they really are.â€�

~ Aldous Huxley
Jan Erik Hansen [July 19, 2014 - 7:08 pm]: â€œThanks to compulsory education and the rotary press, the propagandist has been able, for many years past, to convey his messages to virtually every adult in every civilized country. Today, thanks to radio and television, he is in the happy position of being able to communicate even with unschooled adults and not yet literate children.â€�
Jan Erik Hansen [July 19, 2014 - 7:09 pm]: The mass media is owned and controlled by mega-corporations run by the Alphas of our society. Colleges graduate thousands of people with the skills to manipulate the uninformed masses through advertising and propaganda.
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 7:13 pm]: Yeah, I gotta watch it. But for now lets stay distracted with this plane! :O
Jan Erik Hansen [July 19, 2014 - 7:23 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: ;)
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 7:33 pm]: Some say the plane story is a distraction from Gaza, but that just doesn't ring true to me. I consider the Israeli fits to be a distraction as well, I remember being concerned back in the 90's when those things blew up. Reruns reruns reruns!
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 7:39 pm]: what are we being distracted from? This is it isn't it? Civilisation IS a distraction. Far from a MERE diversion the plane is being painted into our very historical fabric.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 19, 2014 - 7:41 pm]: From 16th Century all democratic models of society have included the symbols of the Roman authority of fascist, totalitarian  government.  Societies that have evoked the strongest â€œdemocratic valuesâ€� such as the English Empire, French Empire and the American Empire have all demonstrated a complete immersion in fascist symbols and a totalitarian executive.
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 7:41 pm]: and yeh...reruns Jake!
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 8:00 pm]: @Tom: I think you're right. They give us a grand story and profit from it, other than their story we would just have our pathetic little lives. In peace
ab [July 19, 2014 - 8:21 pm]: get your contributions ready callers for MH17. We need to do a live deconstruct on the latest info and line it up with our 911 research
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 8:31 pm]: There are so many angles it's rediculous
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 8:33 pm]: Just another bug report on the chat, but it used to update automatically for me but now I have to refresh (it seems). I'm using a Firefox based browser
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 8:43 pm]: chat is workin here
Jacqueline [July 19, 2014 - 8:44 pm]: Morning Rollo
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 8:44 pm]: streaming well also on s1.......do few check checks....I may record it
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 8:45 pm]: morning Jack
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 8:48 pm]: any music today?..... play SS's "Strange" again for those who missed it in a11 its Quadrophoic Stereo Beauty :)  ..... m17 is certainly strange as shit
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 8:58 pm]: when it gets going type "Hey Hey Hey".....dont be Preaking me out so I no oops "know" to listen...............so 90's
ab [July 19, 2014 - 9:11 pm]: fakeologist.org for backup...will start shortly
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:12 pm]: im feeling alive
or e bil [July 19, 2014 - 9:16 pm]: The dead passenger story from the rebels is somewhat out of a script from an episode of  the British TV show "Sherlock"   As the story progresses and Holmes helps Adler, he cracks a code on her phone which includes information she stole from a Ministry of Defense official who came to see her. The coded information, which is given over to Holmes in order to see if he can crack the code (he does s
or e bil [July 19, 2014 - 9:17 pm]: <a href="http://www.reddirtreport.com/dust-devil-dreams/false-flag-hints-episode-sherlock" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.reddirtreport.com/dust-devil-dreams/false-flag-hints-episode-sherlock</a>
or e bil [July 19, 2014 - 9:17 pm]: The scene is rather startling. As Sherlock Holmes realizes what is taking place, that his cranky insider brother Mycroft Holmes (Mark Gatiss) and the UK government were going to allow a bomb to go off (classic "false flag terrorism") on a â€œghost planeâ€� and blame it on â€œterroristsâ€� (arch-nemesis Moriarty?). The people appear to be dead, and actually are referenced earlier in the episode.
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:18 pm]: get this m17 turd....going....lets munch that turd
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 9:20 pm]: Hi everyone love the introduction bumper stuff Ab played and the George Carlin bit there I love it I effin love this site brilliant stuff Ab cheers
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:21 pm]: crush that mh17 turd....do it do it now ab
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:22 pm]: fuck 911 mh17 same shit
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 9:25 pm]: Well put Ab
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:26 pm]: Cannots dont they play ice hockey?
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:29 pm]: yeah  U do....mo fo...what scary R U talkin abuuuuuut?....canadian mofo............mention mh17 right now.....
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 9:29 pm]: You are on a roll Ab keep going this is great
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:29 pm]: otherwise im hanging up
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:31 pm]: is this live?....mention mh17
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:32 pm]: whats the delay here?
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 9:32 pm]: <a href="http://knowyourmeme.com/memes/mr-bones-wild-ride" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://knowyourmeme.com/memes/mr-bones-wild-ride</a> THE RIDE NEVER ENDS
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:32 pm]: 7 seconds..or seven minutes?
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 9:34 pm]: awesome
javaring [July 19, 2014 - 9:34 pm]: B)
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 9:34 pm]: 33. amen
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 9:34 pm]: BTW, after rebooting, chat is updating for me
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 9:34 pm]: dusty blowing smoke and rollo hot air
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:34 pm]: nice
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 9:35 pm]: MH 17 disappeared off the radar officially at 7:11 according to the news network broadcast
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 9:35 pm]: hello darling
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:35 pm]: kiss ki$$
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 9:36 pm]: 7/11 that's a shop
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 9:36 pm]: I love the skeleton key article, posted it a few places
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 9:36 pm]: yep.
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:36 pm]: fakeolegist thong is $elling well
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:37 pm]: call in Dalpra-Tommy......be goood Tommy!!!!
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 9:38 pm]: evening Dusty, by the way. excuse me. rollo done it
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 9:38 pm]: @Rollo: Where are you going with this? LOL how are you doing buddy
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:39 pm]: did it ... mofo\
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 9:39 pm]: Hey Tom
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:40 pm]: say bullshit ab
javaring [July 19, 2014 - 9:40 pm]: true.
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:41 pm]: bs fuck this bullshit
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 9:41 pm]: Hey bAnAzIR as Richard gage would put it
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 9:41 pm]: I can't stay up to silly o'clock that's my only prob. Looking forward to hearing Calcified Lies. The eye of ra symbol is based on the pineal gland is it not?
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:42 pm]: bs bs bs bs ...political  correctness101......fuck this
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:43 pm]: hang in the same way that bricks dont!....caimbridgeman
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:43 pm]: call me in b4 i fa11 a$1eep
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:44 pm]: m17 mofo's.....get on with it
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 9:49 pm]: Hi. Hello. Bonjour.
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 9:50 pm]: hello bAnAzIR from Richard Gage
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:50 pm]: lets go the jewish thing.....always does.....
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 9:50 pm]: cheers hey
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:50 pm]: talk mh17
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:51 pm]: this is prerecordedd
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:52 pm]: fuck this shit ......talk mh17.....right now...mofos.....or ab U ARE GOING TO LOSE ME
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 9:52 pm]: Hi Richard! Have they spoken about the monolith, 2001 and such from the blog yet?
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 9:54 pm]: Hey Rollo, did you hear about that other malasian airlines plane that was shot down with a missle? Its all over the news!! Check it out.
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 9:54 pm]: mh370 I heard about it
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:54 pm]: OOPS CAP LOCK...that was a missile...
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 9:55 pm]: This one is excellent Calcified: <a href="http://calcifiedlies.wordpress.com/2014/03/03/the-skeleton-key-911-the-millenium-monolith/#more-133" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://calcifiedlies.wordpress.com/2014/03/03/the-skeleton-key-911-the-millenium-monolith/#more-133</a>
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:55 pm]: sti11 listening
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 9:56 pm]: Spoilers!!! AHHH
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 9:56 pm]: MH17, Numewology, and Conspiwacy Theowies in the Daily Mail... "

From CIA assassination cock-up to nefarious Illuminati involvement: The MH17 conspiracy theories doing the internet rounds

Read more: <a href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2697293/From-CIA-assassination-cock-nefarious-Illuminati-involvement-The-MH17-conspiracy-theories-doing-internet-rounds.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2697293/From-CIA-assassination-cock-nefarious-Illuminati-involvement-The-MH17-conspiracy-theories-doing-internet-rounds.html</a>
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:56 pm]: heh Dont take me over mofo!!!!
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:57 pm]: you can have my cadaver....FU
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:58 pm]: whay extra intesion?
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 9:58 pm]: im outa ConRo11o.....let me talk
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:00 pm]: co-opting our thoughts. Negating our third eye. keeping us in two D
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:02 pm]: the daily grot highlights some ideas on MH17 demise that are surprisingly close to thinking on cluesforum/fakeology
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 10:03 pm]: That red teddy bear by the way from mh17 was from toy story 3, called 'Lotso', voiced by Ned Beatty, who was in the old superman films. any connections with him or his films perhaps?
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:03 pm]: Maybe SimonShack is actually Viscount Rothermere???
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:03 pm]: Has anyone ever seen them together?
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: Tom did you make that Calcified "LIES" blast photo from the thread?
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: a nightmare fairy tale......mh17
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 10:06 pm]: Did you hear about Die Hard there earlier Rollo?
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:06 pm]: 99.99999999........im the toool
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:06 pm]: GFY........still love i hate the nigggers thing
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:07 pm]: The Guy Fawkes mask in an avatar (as in that DailyMail article) is a reliable hallmark of an actor in a psyop
smj [July 19, 2014 - 10:07 pm]: you must listen to the civilian defense worker...<a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKqXu-5jw60" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKqXu-5jw60</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:07 pm]: They got Christine Laguarde in there psyopticon
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 10:08 pm]: Having
smj [July 19, 2014 - 10:08 pm]: bull science artists
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:08 pm]: It was from his post. I wrote his name in smoke at the bottom of mirroring it
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:08 pm]: yup, and the 17 years to the day to TWA800..
or e bil [July 19, 2014 - 10:08 pm]: Scientwists
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:09 pm]: mh17 ....lets talk baseballl
smj [July 19, 2014 - 10:09 pm]: prescient bull science artists
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 10:09 pm]: I before E, except after C, except in the name of 'science'.
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:09 pm]: base bull
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:10 pm]: base bull shit.......thats what im hearing here
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:10 pm]: talk mh17
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 10:10 pm]: Isreal Science?
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:10 pm]: final word from the daily mail:  'Was Christine Lagarde trying to give a message about the #MH17 tragedy in her bizarre speech about numerology?'
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:11 pm]: has this guy heard of mh17?
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:12 pm]: where's videre?
smj [July 19, 2014 - 10:12 pm]: i suspect that most your astrophysicsts are in on it.
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:12 pm]: stay on message mofo....... 911.....how does a rocket hit a plane @ 30,000 feet.......
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:13 pm]: bs.....say bull$hit ab
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:13 pm]: the engines look like mushrooms. jet engines. they look like mushrooms in a frying pan there in ukraine
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:14 pm]: yes, i've seen mushroom referencing.
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:14 pm]: alice in wonderland baby
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:14 pm]: call me
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:15 pm]: they are the root of much myth and story
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:16 pm]: dont pontiflicate here1 MOFO
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:16 pm]: @smj not least celeb astrophysicists like Brian May (ex rocker) and Brian Cox (hadron collider hoax-ball)
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:16 pm]: IM OUTA THE PEN ....MOFO
smj [July 19, 2014 - 10:17 pm]: anybody who makes a living with a particle acelerator is a fraud.
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 10:17 pm]: Mofo- is that short for something?
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:17 pm]: nice bumper
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:17 pm]: had a friend. her father helped write the Auschwitz protocols. he escaped from Auschwitz. She got a job with Patrick Moore. writing childrens astro physics
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:17 pm]: call me
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:18 pm]: wi11 U really be getting into mh17?
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:19 pm]: sandyh00ker$
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:21 pm]: dont ever underestimate theme
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:21 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: after escaping auschwitz, was your friend adopted by a family of wolves?
smj [July 19, 2014 - 10:21 pm]: @psyopticon if you like comedy check out this phsyics for future presidents class by richard muller (nukes).   <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5BHdsjo-NR4" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5BHdsjo-NR4</a>
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:21 pm]: or are we confusing two stories, Tom?
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:22 pm]: haha
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:22 pm]: context....do we get that on radio?
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:22 pm]: Thanks @smj!  I will checkout later on this budget internet connection!
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:23 pm]: creaming my pants right now1111
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:23 pm]: 1D10T
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:24 pm]: Sounds like one of those Public Lectures by Very Clever Scientists broadcast every Christmas by the BBC!
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:25 pm]: lets blame the masons.....nice 1
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:26 pm]: for someone in a tree house that's excusable.
smj [July 19, 2014 - 10:26 pm]: nope, it's a first year physics course at berkeley. for non science majors i hope.
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:26 pm]: cheers
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:27 pm]: its nice here tommmy....i love U
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:27 pm]: wish U were here
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:27 pm]: drunk and a poofter - gimme a kiss you fool
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:27 pm]: only to hug U Bro
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:28 pm]: homosexually frigid
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:28 pm]: ATM MAchines
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:28 pm]: FU my Bessie
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:29 pm]: is this correct talk... if we're going to discuss mh17
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:30 pm]: QUESTION MQRK?
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 10:31 pm]: Hey Rollo, when are you gonna speak up and demand they talk about the blowed up plane?
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 10:31 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: LOL
Rollo [July 19, 2014 - 10:32 pm]: heh call me
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 10:34 pm]: hey
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 10:35 pm]: Hehe, I liked Hoi's recording. Serious business
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:41 pm]: I feel it's highly likely that unclear power is complete scam
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 10:41 pm]: I have family that worked at Fermi 2 in Michigan and it's funny to imagine that it may be a sham. I went there on a field-trip and they gave us stories of bananas being more radioactive than whatever, and showed us geiger counters
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 10:42 pm]: Nukes aren't real. Nuke is real: <a href="https://www.google.ca/search?q=robocop+2+nuke&#038;tbm=isch&#038;tbo=u&#038;source=univ&#038;sa=X&#038;ei=ICvLU-7gF-a8igKU-4Ew&#038;sqi=2&#038;ved=0CCQQsAQ&#038;biw=1280&#038;bih=668" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.google.ca/search?q=robocop+2+nuke&#038;tbm=isch&#038;tbo=u&#038;source=univ&#038;sa=X&#038;ei=ICvLU-7gF-a8igKU-4Ew&#038;sqi=2&#038;ved=0CCQQsAQ&#038;biw=1280&#038;bih=668</a>
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:42 pm]: "nuke plants" are "dump loads" to burn off waste electricity?  Hmm.. does electricity work that way?  Think about the bicycle dynamo.  If you turn the lights off but keep the wheels turning.. the dynamo doesn't blow up.  There's no load.
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:44 pm]: It runs down though. you can't turn them off psyopticon, with a bike dynamo. isn't the theory the run-off so to speak?
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 10:44 pm]: I used to go on jet-skis to "The hot spot" in lake erie which is said to be from the coal plant but that's really close to Fermi 2 as well. It's a load dump for sure, they put out so much hot water it's steaming year-round. Look for the "hot spot" on lake erie. Hehe we have a lot of other lake related mysteries as well, just be glad you never met dog-lady
smj [July 19, 2014 - 10:44 pm]: he was a hungarian martian. he was buddies with norbert.
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: we tested yellowcake at school with geiger counters. One fellow student swallowed some and we monitored it as it worked its way down his gullet.  He's alive and well 25 years later.   Is radiation sickness a hoax too?   The radon gas risk?  Another hoax?
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: well...
smj [July 19, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: good old norbert wiener.
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: <a href="http://www.hauntedhovel.com/dog-lady-island-monroe-michigan.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.hauntedhovel.com/dog-lady-island-monroe-michigan.html</a> There literally was a woman that walked around Monroe, MI in the late 90's and early 00's and barked at everybody. That is what my generation learned was the dog lady from dog lady island
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:46 pm]: Litvinenko- obvious demonisation of sushi
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 10:46 pm]: But the hot spot is even more interesting than dog lady island
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 10:47 pm]: Mysteries were so much more mysterious before the internet
smj [July 19, 2014 - 10:47 pm]: i've been there. i'm from n.e.o.
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: Being a child in the 80's nobody could answer whether a tasmanian devil was even real, at all.
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: An electric circuit only draws the load (current) that it needs.  There's never a need to burn any off.
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: ok. i have no idea. rae wests 'dump loads' is compelling in theory but we all know about that
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:49 pm]: there's a separation between the (supposed) nuclear reaction and the heating of water vapour to turn the turbine blades.
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:50 pm]: they could just divert some of the vapour away from the turbines and direct it to a waste valve (if there really was a nuclear reaction)... or else use some sort of clutch mechanism on the turbine shaft
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 10:51 pm]: There's also a semi-secret ICE prison near the railroad tracks on LaPlaisance road. Just getting that out there because they snuck it in on US and it's not widely covered. And ICE runs around Monroe county like they own the place but most people wont even notice them
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:51 pm]: MH17.. they're on to it!
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 10:51 pm]: ...and we're out of time.
smj [July 19, 2014 - 10:51 pm]: nukes have to be real or else they wouldn't work in rockets.  <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NERVA" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NERVA</a>
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:52 pm]: and "nuke" submarines... are they completely non-existent or just conventional diesel-powered?
smj [July 19, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: google phillip abelson and ross gunn
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: you've got some nerva there.
Johan Backes [July 19, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: hydrogen, you are surrounded by it
Johan Backes [July 19, 2014 - 10:54 pm]: uh oh he has a case of the " I love you man"s
smj [July 19, 2014 - 10:54 pm]: they were both bull science artists.
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:54 pm]: Roland Rat saved GMTV don't knock Rollo
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:55 pm]: @smj: Interesting.. so what are the "nuke" subs?  Do they actually exist, or just fake entries in the Naval fleet records?
Videre Licet [July 19, 2014 - 10:55 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: who's roland rat?
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 10:56 pm]: MH370 and Euromaidan were in the news at the same time. To see it come back this way, it really wasn't unexpected
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 10:56 pm]: geez, my stream is coming in like 2 minutes late. I keep reading spoilers here in the chat.
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 10:56 pm]: At least looking at it now
Videre Licet [July 19, 2014 - 10:58 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: try the backup link
smj [July 19, 2014 - 10:58 pm]: @ psy i don't know. i'm a serf, but if had to guess i'd guess hydrogen like verne's nautilaus. the first nuke sub was named nautilaus.
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 10:58 pm]: @ viderelicet aha there she is. Roland Rat was a very garrulous ( did i mean that?)TV puppet character, actually. Very big for a while.
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 10:59 pm]: One of the passports in this daily mail photo appears to have a hole punch in it, which is what the British passport office does to your expired passport when they issue a new one..    <a href="http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2014/07/18/article-2697293-1FC1BE3200000578-333_634x556.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2014/07/18/article-2697293-1FC1BE3200000578-333_634x556.jpg</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 10:59 pm]: Ah, good thought. Cool beans.
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 10:59 pm]: ha, its only .33 seconds earlier (my best guess)
Videre Licet [July 19, 2014 - 11:00 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: maybe he was ratatoullie ;)
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 11:01 pm]: @smj: Ah, North Easy Ohio. I'm from Monroe County, it's practically n.e.o.. I was so close I drove there every few days for cheap gas!
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 11:02 pm]: lol North East Ohio, typo
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 11:03 pm]: I fondly remember driving past Davis Besse with the nice waterfalls on the way to Cedar Point
smj [July 19, 2014 - 11:03 pm]: @ and  calcifiedlies said he was from cleveland. north easy is actually pretty good.
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 11:03 pm]: Northwest Ohio, I mean, I'm drunk
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 11:04 pm]: great post
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 11:04 pm]: yeh i did
smj [July 19, 2014 - 11:04 pm]: i've drunk a lot a beers in oak harbor.
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 11:04 pm]: n.w.o
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 11:04 pm]: :D
Videre Licet [July 19, 2014 - 11:05 pm]: @columjaddica: it's okay... you are amongst company here:?
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 11:07 pm]: I went to a school district named after a man involved in the Toledo War (Stevens T. Mason). Yes, Mason School District, I emailed them to confirm. Mason was Michigan's first governor and it was named after him (so perfect)
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 11:09 pm]: But we got the Upper Peninsula in exchange for the Toledo Strip (so they say). I think a fair trade I love the UP
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 11:23 pm]: isn't that Ab's other site?  macabre.com ?
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 11:24 pm]: :favorite:
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 11:24 pm]: Seems to be working!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 19, 2014 - 11:28 pm]: This maggy woman is a CHILL ! Its obvious she is here to distract ETC !!!
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 11:29 pm]: What about the linking of the AIDS Hoax with MH17?  Lots of sim scientists to eradicate?  Maybe sceptical medics (few and far between) are wising up to the AIDS/HIV Myth.  A growing body of medics are suspicious that papers on "AIDS Research" have been published by non-existent doctors. And this is a way of disposing of those sims without challengers looking ridiculous...
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 11:29 pm]: yes, simons thread...
smj [July 19, 2014 - 11:30 pm]: hermes was a trickster. hermes the messenger of the gods--the media
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 11:30 pm]: Chill?  A cool shill?!
smj [July 19, 2014 - 11:31 pm]: "but who are they?" is a cop-out.
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 11:32 pm]: They made a surge in discussion of AIDS/HIV even before this story, about a week before
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 11:32 pm]: morphic knowledge
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 11:33 pm]: @columjaddica: Will it be a pretext for another billion-buck gouge of the taxpayer to fund AIDS research?   To train replacement quacks to replace those lost with MH17?
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 11:35 pm]: hahahahaaha
ab [July 19, 2014 - 11:36 pm]: @psyopticon: would you like to mention that thread
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 11:37 pm]: I really don't know, I sometimes doubt the whole AIDS/HIV story because I know nobody that admits to having HIV/AIDS. The only people I ever met that said they had it were at public school assemblies. Tht may just be my own experience but it makes it hard for me to believe it's real
smj [July 19, 2014 - 11:37 pm]: what the fuck is "peoples' consciousness"?
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 11:39 pm]: Chillin' Shillin'
psyopticon [July 19, 2014 - 11:39 pm]: sure ab.. lemme find a "pro mike" (from the pound store!)
Jan Erik Hansen [July 19, 2014 - 11:41 pm]: This BITCH is bad and is an agent ! FUCK her !!!
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 11:41 pm]: crikey Jan. On live radio?
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 11:42 pm]: never went well on radio. porn.
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: hahahahahaa
Jan Erik Hansen [July 19, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: SHe is an <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asset_%28intelligence%29" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asset_%28intelligence%29</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: no sword fighting on air guys!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 19, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: BLOCK that agent !
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: Rollo, on the other hand is no disruption haha
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 11:44 pm]: need the rollo horn.
smj [July 19, 2014 - 11:44 pm]: class act, that rollo.
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 11:45 pm]: haha
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 11:46 pm]: hahahahahahaa
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 11:46 pm]: ohh no global trouble on the way! <a href="http://www.thestar.com.my/News/Nation/2014/07/20/Fallout-from-crash-could-spark-global-trouble/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.thestar.com.my/News/Nation/2014/07/20/Fallout-from-crash-could-spark-global-trouble/</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 19, 2014 - 11:46 pm]: Any resource--person, group, relationship, instrument, installation, or supply--at the disposition of an intelligence organization for use in an operational or support role. Often used with a qualifying term such as agent asset or propaganda asset. <a href="http://www.thefreedictionary.com/asset+%28intelligence%29" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.thefreedictionary.com/asset+%28intelligence%29</a>
layz Nuoir [July 19, 2014 - 11:47 pm]: Rollo, how many fingers am I holding up?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 19, 2014 - 11:49 pm]: <a href="http://www.militaryfactory.com/dictionary/military-terms-defined.asp?term_id=540" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.militaryfactory.com/dictionary/military-terms-defined.asp?term_id=540</a>
Hoi Polloi [July 19, 2014 - 11:49 pm]: wonderfool ... wonderfool ... wonderfool world ... 8)
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 11:50 pm]: steve, you're great. came over very well.  oh, so are you Hoi :-))
Hoi Polloi [July 19, 2014 - 11:50 pm]: :favorite:
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 11:51 pm]: Hoi is that the lyrics to one of Simon's songs?
Hoi Polloi [July 19, 2014 - 11:51 pm]: lol cheers Rollo
Hoi Polloi [July 19, 2014 - 11:51 pm]: yea
Jan Erik Hansen [July 19, 2014 - 11:52 pm]: @Hoi Polloi:  IS a real guy ! And COOL !
Hoi Polloi [July 19, 2014 - 11:52 pm]: it's a "wonderfool" world. his lyrics sometimes make me scratch my head, but i like that about them
Hoi Polloi [July 19, 2014 - 11:52 pm]: Jan you are cool
Hoi Polloi [July 19, 2014 - 11:53 pm]: even your voice is cool, it's like a beatnik
ab [July 19, 2014 - 11:53 pm]: Thanks all...Steve great work on your first radio appearance!
Banazir Galbasi [July 19, 2014 - 11:54 pm]: I didn't even notice that. he may have explained it on the music episode come to think of it now.
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 11:54 pm]: good show Ab
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: Rollo can now take a nice cold shower
ab [July 19, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: @Dustyash: thanks enjoyed your comments on db19
Hoi Polloi [July 19, 2014 - 11:56 pm]: great show, ab, i just heard the end but it was very uplifting
Hoi Polloi [July 19, 2014 - 11:56 pm]: love that ending song as always
Hoi Polloi [July 19, 2014 - 11:56 pm]: so epic
ab [July 19, 2014 - 11:56 pm]: @Hoi Polloi: thanks Hoi I used your bumper a few times
Dustyash [July 19, 2014 - 11:56 pm]: @ab: Thank you
Hoi Polloi [July 19, 2014 - 11:57 pm]: peace yall
Tom-Dalpra [July 19, 2014 - 11:57 pm]: yep!
columjaddica [July 19, 2014 - 11:57 pm]: Peace! Please!
psyopticon [July 20, 2014 - 12:03 am]: If we discount the possibility that "nuke plants" are "dump loads" for burning off "surplus electricity" in the grid,  what else could they be?    Complete follies with nothing inside - just to disguise the fake industry?   Or some useful purpose actually taking place within?  Some sort of energy-rich refinement or processing of radioactive materials for nuclear medicine, for example?
CalcifiedLies [July 20, 2014 - 12:04 am]: Thanks Ab, I was a bit nervous but had a lot of fun
Banazir Galbasi [July 20, 2014 - 12:12 am]: Good stuff.
Videre Licet [July 20, 2014 - 12:14 am]: after party anyone?
columjaddica [July 20, 2014 - 12:15 am]: Is there one?
Videre Licet [July 20, 2014 - 12:18 am]: ban said he would throw it together if there's interest
columjaddica [July 20, 2014 - 12:18 am]: I always think this song is relevant <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gp5JCrSXkJY" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gp5JCrSXkJY</a>
CalcifiedLies [July 20, 2014 - 12:18 am]: im in, might as well keep it going before I hear the sound of my own voice and never want to do this again!
columjaddica [July 20, 2014 - 12:24 am]: I saw a friend off at MEPS in the hotel lobby to that song in 2002. He came back but I always wondered if it was a psyop of some kind that we heard that song in the hotel lobby when we set him off. I enlisted before him (before 9/11!) but left after him. I wouldn't be surprised if the song was on loop lol, dramatic moments for all
columjaddica [July 20, 2014 - 12:27 am]: I really hope they can't do it all over again a decade later. But I know better...
CalcifiedLies [July 20, 2014 - 12:29 am]: I think that is what all this is building towards columjaddica, the next big staged event will be portrayed in the media as a nuclear bomb explosion complete with fake imagery, that would get a war going, but hopefully that lie is becoming no longer tenable
jimbo [July 20, 2014 - 12:31 am]: hey Bootleg_Bill, do you have any bootleg Zeppelin by chance? Always on the lookout for Bootlegged Zep! Thanks.
CalcifiedLies [July 20, 2014 - 12:31 am]: There was just a blurb today or yesterday about nuclear materials stolen in Phoenix, and there are always similar stories brought up every now and then to build the "terrorists have nukes" narrative
Bootleg_Bill [July 20, 2014 - 12:35 am]: Ha Jim.  Will check and see!
Johan Backes [July 20, 2014 - 12:35 am]: as long as you tie in the aliens saving us from the nukes im in
CalcifiedLies [July 20, 2014 - 12:35 am]: oh yeah im sure we will get a dose of aliens at some point
Bootleg_Bill [July 20, 2014 - 12:37 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFn-Ogb8gTM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFn-Ogb8gTM</a>  &gt;Bootleg Zep
Johan Backes [July 20, 2014 - 12:38 am]: Whats you take on Jon Dee?
CalcifiedLies [July 20, 2014 - 12:42 am]: Just another carrying on the tradition of the bloodline that understands how the human mind works, though I do have a suspicion that people like Dee, Bacon and others were just pen names, the rosicrucians of that time were obsessed with ciphers
CalcifiedLies [July 20, 2014 - 12:42 am]: You?
Johan Backes [July 20, 2014 - 12:42 am]: within the limits of this proto-sinaitic box...so he is a BRAND template
Johan Backes [July 20, 2014 - 12:45 am]: I think he is the start of this current story line we ar ein
Johan Backes [July 20, 2014 - 12:45 am]: and the template for modern fakery/magic
Johan Backes [July 20, 2014 - 12:46 am]: newton/copernicus/einstien
CalcifiedLies [July 20, 2014 - 12:46 am]: Yes I agree, the current storyline begins in that time, the big bang into evolution
Johan Backes [July 20, 2014 - 12:47 am]: wonderfully complete simulations to grab our attention
Johan Backes [July 20, 2014 - 12:48 am]: now its off the charts, i ahve also noticed that peope who recognize media fakery are in general humble and well spoken out of necessity, and their detractors are vulgar and abusive ad hominists
columjaddica [July 20, 2014 - 12:51 am]: @Bootleg_Bill: Listening to the zep now
jimbo [July 20, 2014 - 12:52 am]: Holy living hell. In The Light Zep rare recording. Awesome! Check it out. Thanks Bootleg_Bill.  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFn-Ogb8gTM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFn-Ogb8gTM</a>
Bootleg_Bill [July 20, 2014 - 12:55 am]: @columjaddica: @jimbo: Kick-ass
columjaddica [July 20, 2014 - 12:56 am]: That's my parents music. I grew up with Led Zeppelin (moms side), Black Sabbath (dad's side). lol
columjaddica [July 20, 2014 - 12:56 am]: I love it though
columjaddica [July 20, 2014 - 1:00 am]: I've drifted away from music the last 5 years or so, stopped looking for new hip stuff. These days I listen to stuff like CCR or Neil Young and strangely Serbian Folk Music radio, lol (some of those songs are so bad ass but most are incompatible with western tastes, very Mediterranean though IMO).
Bootleg_Bill [July 20, 2014 - 1:05 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kpgyQQLoQPA" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kpgyQQLoQPA</a>   &gt;  Bootleg Street
jimbo [July 20, 2014 - 1:07 am]: @Columjaddica, I can't even imagine my parents listening to the Zep. That is to much. My folks listened to Donna Summer(mom) and dad liked Sinatra. The early 70's.
columjaddica [July 20, 2014 - 1:15 am]: Haha, my parents were teens in the 70's
columjaddica [July 20, 2014 - 1:15 am]: When I was born, it was "A new day in America"
columjaddica [July 20, 2014 - 1:17 am]: Or "Morning in America". I think we just resolved the Iran hostage crisis so thankfully we were back on top
Bootleg_Bill [July 20, 2014 - 1:18 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWr1-gkWExM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWr1-gkWExM</a>   &gt; Thinking and Knowing are 2 totally different things.
columjaddica [July 20, 2014 - 1:45 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntLsElbW9Xo" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntLsElbW9Xo</a> Now they actually do tell us over and over and over and over again my friend
that we're on the eve of destruction
Bootleg_Bill [July 20, 2014 - 1:58 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dcY59m8PxZc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dcY59m8PxZc</a>   &gt; Faithful Man
Bootleg_Bill [July 20, 2014 - 2:16 am]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ii_KH3SgfHg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ii_KH3SgfHg</a>  &gt;Abriss - Krieg den PalÃ¤sten
Bootleg_Bill [July 20, 2014 - 2:21 am]: <a href="http://www.nbcnews.com/tech/innovation/cyborgs-among-us-human-biohackers-embed-chips-their-bodies-n150756" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.nbcnews.com/tech/innovation/cyborgs-among-us-human-biohackers-embed-chips-their-bodies-n150756</a>
jimbo [July 20, 2014 - 3:44 am]: About the chips implanted into pets and humans? They can locate  them. But control them somehow, someway? I doubt it. Only in the elite's wet dream maybe. I mean a daum chip is going to over ride my mind to do shit I don't want to? What the hell is going to power this chip? Batteries? Hell no. If I go missing for any reason just go looking around the nearest pub. :) And the Guinness is on me. Pe
jimbo [July 20, 2014 - 3:45 am]: Peace out.
Tom-Dalpra [July 20, 2014 - 10:01 am]: nice MH17 AIDS monkey tie-in from the forums here: <a href="http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/malaysia-airlines-flight-mh17/page/2/#post-10907" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/malaysia-airlines-flight-mh17/page/2/#post-10907</a>
Bootleg_Bill [July 20, 2014 - 5:16 pm]: @jimbo:  <a href="http://www.extremetech.com/extreme/149879-brown-university-creates-first-wireless-implanted-brain-computer-interface" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.extremetech.com/extreme/149879-brown-university-creates-first-wireless-implanted-brain-computer-interface</a>
Bootleg_Bill [July 20, 2014 - 5:17 pm]: @jimbo:   Be looking for ya at the Pub.  hahah
Bootleg_Bill [July 20, 2014 - 5:18 pm]: <a href="http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-02-07/brain-implants-hold-promise-restoring-combat-memory-loss.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-02-07/brain-implants-hold-promise-restoring-combat-memory-loss.html</a>
Bootleg_Bill [July 20, 2014 - 5:19 pm]: <a href="http://www.fastcompany.com/1463532/intels-mind-reading-chips-replace-your-mouse-your-brain" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.fastcompany.com/1463532/intels-mind-reading-chips-replace-your-mouse-your-brain</a>
Bootleg_Bill [July 20, 2014 - 5:21 pm]: 1st one is College Studies.  2nd is Military.  3rd is Private Sector.   "They" are all over this stuff...
derealium [July 20, 2014 - 5:22 pm]: calcified lies for the galvanized mind from south of the spine mouth of divine.  woah calcified lives in Charlotte and was on his way to class during 911. thats my story bro. I thought he was older because of his icon I guess.
derealium [July 20, 2014 - 5:23 pm]: no way. Ryan Dawson was his intro.  War by Deception
derealium [July 20, 2014 - 5:30 pm]: @Bootleg_Bill: more like Replace Your Brain with a Mouse
Jan Erik Hansen [July 20, 2014 - 5:46 pm]: Breaking News:It's All Lies Including MH17  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLn1KozUoS8&#038;list=UUS2BcU1v3q-Tw42W6JbW5xQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLn1KozUoS8&#038;list=UUS2BcU1v3q-Tw42W6JbW5xQ</a>
Bootleg_Bill [July 20, 2014 - 5:50 pm]: @derealium:  hahah.  yeah...just what we need.  more/quicker/direct access to the "spider" web
derealium [July 20, 2014 - 5:59 pm]: good thing i didn't listen to the last episode live. I might've flipped thinking Steve/Calcifiedlies had stolen my ID.  :)  We have a remarkably similar path to this fakery.  But I don't like to be called Steve or for it to be spelled with a "pH"
Jan Erik Hansen [July 20, 2014 - 6:13 pm]: Revealing the Method: Esoteric Symbolism as Mind Control  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vi_4uywEUY&#038;list=UUtdVavIF1G6Z2mTAx5i1n0g" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vi_4uywEUY&#038;list=UUtdVavIF1G6Z2mTAx5i1n0g</a>
derealium [July 20, 2014 - 6:15 pm]: Real-time reactions to the episode in chat. Coined.    @Jan Erik Hansen: interesting point Max has arrived at. "it's all BS".  I think maybe his accent and approach turns me off...damn yankees.  ;)
Jan Erik Hansen [July 20, 2014 - 6:16 pm]: @derealium:  LOL !
derealium [July 20, 2014 - 6:25 pm]: "Revealing the Method: Esoteric Symbolism as Mind Control"   that's a nice essay, only needs more pics for the world of attention deficit disorder.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 20, 2014 - 6:29 pm]: Revealing the Method: Esoteric Symbolism as Mind Control Part 2 <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcP5Jo5FLSk&#038;list=UUtdVavIF1G6Z2mTAx5i1n0g&#038;index=2" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcP5Jo5FLSk&#038;list=UUtdVavIF1G6Z2mTAx5i1n0g&#038;index=2</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 20, 2014 - 6:29 pm]: Great videoes deep sjit ! :-D
Jan Erik Hansen [July 20, 2014 - 6:30 pm]: @derealium:  Yes most slaves cant handel pure date without moving picture stimulation ! LOL
Jan Erik Hansen [July 20, 2014 - 6:31 pm]: Pure data it was suposed to be !
Jan Erik Hansen [July 20, 2014 - 6:35 pm]: All men and women are borne with a base soul (mind) called Ahu-Man being "the state of not knowing, ignorance, stupidity, foolishness and unclean". Those that educate themselves to Manes may then develop a second soul (mind) called Hu-Man and a "state of consciousness to act, perform and do".
Jan Erik Hansen [July 20, 2014 - 6:35 pm]: Only those that have dedicated themselves to the highest scripture and are worthy then reach the third state of soul (mind) Ba-Man of "spiritual perfection, wisdom, hermeneutic skill"

